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PREFACE
The Space Station Systems Analysis Study is a 15-month effort (April 1976 to
June 1977) to identify cost-effective Space Station systems options for it
manned space facility capable of orderly growth with regard to both function
and orbit location. The study activity has been organized into three parts.
Part I was it 5-month effort to review candidate objectives, define implementa-
tion requirements, and evaluate potential program options in low earth orbit
and in geosynehronous orbit. It was completed oil 	 August 1976 and was
documented in three volumes (report MDC G6508 dated I September 1976).
Part 2 has defined and evaluated specific system options within the framework-
of the potential program options developed in Part I. This volume is the first of
three and summarizes the issues considered and the conclusions reached during
this second part of' the study. The companion volumes include the Technical
Report (Volume 2) and the Appendixes (Volume 3).
The third and last portion of the study is a 5-month effort (February to June
1977) to define a series of Space Construction Base (SCB) concepts and to de-
velop related figures of merit that will provide NASA planners with a basis for
selection. Selected SCB concepts will be described in terms of preliminary pro-
gram plans.
During Parts I and 2 of the study, subcontract support was provided McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC) by TRW Systems Group, Ford Aero-
space and Communications Corporation, the Raytheon Company, anti Hamilton
Standard.
Questions regarding the study activity or the material appearing in this report
should be directed to:
Jerry W. Craig, EA4
Manager, Space Station Systems Analysis Study
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas 70058
or
t
C. J. DaRos
I"	 Study Manager, Space Station Systems Analysis Study
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-West
Huntington Beach, California 92647
t t	 Telephone (714) 896-1885
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INTRODUCTION
The progress of space technology has permitted
space activities to expand from the early explora-
tory steps of the 1960's to the realization of the
cost-effective applications of the 1970'x. The eco-
nomic benefits derived from communication
satellites fit 	 global communication net-
works and from meteorological satellites in fm-
proving the accuracy and range of weather fore-
casts have been amply demonstrated.
The anticipated reduction fit 	 cost and com-
plexity of delivering payloads to space as provided
by the Shuttle Transportation System, currently
under development, can mark the beginning of a
new era in the exploration and use of space. To
fully exploit this potential in the 1980's and
beyond, increasing use of married facilities can be
anticipated. The rich heritage of manned space
experience, culminating in Skylab and Apollo-
Soyuz, when combined with the flexibility of the
Shuttle, can provide the mechanism for investigat-
ing, understanding, and solving many of the critical
problems which we and the rest of the world will
face in the next 50 years. The growth path will
progress from the limited-duration Shuttle and
Spacelab missions to permanently manned stations.
Initially, these stations can be assembled from
modular units delivered by the Orbiter and can
grow in size and capability to provide construction
bases for the large public service communication
antennas, for new energy systems, and for the
industrial applications of the future.
The fact that this capability can be developed
does not establish the fact that it will be, nor does
it determine when it should be developed. Priori-
ties depend on changing political, economic, social,
and technological factors.
The purpose of this study is to provide informa-
tion to NASA program planners which can help
solve the difficult problems of apportioning limited
resources among an almost unlimited number of
candidate projects — and in doing so, to provide a
sound technological base capable of developing and
preserving the options open to our nation in the
decades to come. The course to be charted requires
long-range planning to ensure that fiscal commit-
ments will be met and that required systems and
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components will be available when needed. At the
same time there must be flexibility for allowing
modifications as constraints and objectives change.
The direction in which this nation's manned
space program should proceed depends oil
answers to the following questions:
1. What key objectives should be pursued in the
next 10 years?
2. Are there common support requirements for
these objectives, and if so, what are they?
3. What is the potential role of the Shuttle?
Spacelab? The Space Construction Base?
4. What program options represent potentially
viable candidates?
5. What configuration concepts can support these
program options?
6. Are orbital construction facilities practical?
7. Where should space construction projects be
accomplished — at low earth orbit or geosynchro-
nous orbit?
8. What are the transportation requirements for
the potential program options?
9. What technological steps, developments, or
breakthroughs are required?
10. What are the expected milestones and
schedules?
11. What are the expected costs?
12. What have we learned so far?
13. What planning and analyses remain to be
done?
14. At this time, does there appear to be sound
justification for a national commitment to pro-
ceed with the development of a Space Station?
The issues examined, and the answers to the
above questions which have been developed in the
study to date, are discussed oil 	 following pages.
Question 1
WHAT KEY OBJECTIVES SHOULD BE PURSUED
IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS?
At the outset of Part 1 of the study, it was deter-
mined that the Outlook for Space Report (NASA
SP-386, January 1976), supplemented by data avail-
able tluough the Study of the Commonality of
Space Vehicle Applications to Future National
Needs (Aerospace Contract NASw-2727), provided
an excellent descriptive data base of key goals and
objectives. The initial step, therefore, was to use
this material to identify 61 program objectives as
1
potential candidates for Space Station systems
support.
The most inipoilant support feature that a Space
Station call 	 toward the accomplishment of
any future space program goal is the availability of
mail 	 all 	 decision-maker, and operator
oil long-term basis. Experience oil 	 offers
substantial evidence that the presence of scientists
and astronauts call 	 significantly to the success
of a mission and enhance the productivity of space-
flight activities with respect to modification and
improvisation. Accordingly, in the initial study
effort, emphasis was placed upon those potential
areas where manned space programs might be ex-
pected to make a significant contribution. Forty-
seven of the 61 objectives from SP-386 were iden-
tified as requiring the support of mail space,
either in the Shuttle sortie mode or in extended-
duration facilities.
In our analysis, the 47 SP-386 objectives were
collated into 10 Space Station system objectives in
which manned Space Station systems appeared to
have the potential of contributing significant
support. These 10 objectives were:
Construction-Related
Satellite Power System
Nuclear Energy
Earth Services
Space Cosmological R&D
Space Manufacturing
Space Processing
Support Objectives
Cluster Support System
Depot
Multidiscipline Science Laboratory
Sensor Development
Living and Working in Space
The objectives covered a spectrum of potential
applications from commercial operations to pure
science: four involved space construction of large
antennas and solar arrays, five provided a support-
ing research and development base for other objec-
tives; one represented an early step in the develop-
ment of the area of space manufacturing. Each
objective was studied independently in some
detail to determine the implication for the Space
Station and to establish design requirements. In
cases where the time frames for application of the
individual objectives lay beyond the period of
interest for Space Station program options
2
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(approximately through 1995), they were not
included.* As a result of this effort, eight ohjec-
lives were recommended for consideration in the
development of program options during Part 2 of
the study.
The objectives selected from Part 1 of the study
to be the point of departure for Part 2 are sum-
marized as follows:
n Satellite Power System (SPS). Provide a facility
for the construction of test articles and permanent
space test capability for evaluution of the technical
and economic feasibility ol'SPS.
n Earth Services. Conduct research and develop-
ment and construct large antennas anti associated
hardware required for:
A. Domestic and international communications
services
B. Earth and atmospheric surveys
n Space Cosmological Research and Development.
Perform R&D on space cosinoiogy-related compo-
nents and construct a large microwave telescope.
n Space Processing. Conduct R&D to determine
the technical and economic feasibility of commer-
cial inorganic processing and biological materials
applications, and support, as appropriate, the initial
commercial use of these processes.
n Multidiscipline Science Laboratory. Provide a
multidiscipline laboratory to conduct space research
fit the basic and applied sciences.
n Sensor Development Facility. Provide a facility
for the test and evaluation of optical sensors for
earth sciences and cosmological phenomenon.
n Living and Working in Space. Demonstrate long-
term living and working in space as related to other
manned space objectives.
n Orbital Depot. Perform the necessary R&D and
develop the orbital operations for all trans-
fer vehicle system.
Each of the objectives selected was studied in
greater depth to define the steps that would be
necessary to realize the stated objective. In each
case, a set of functional requirements was derived
which identified specific technology advancement
needs, tests that must be conducted, and processes
that must be developed.
*It was recommended that the development of space-
based nuclear energy systems be deferred on this basis.
The cluster supportsystem concept was also deferred
since it also did not show promise of sufficient applica-
tion in the time period of interest.
rNlethods for satisfying the l'uncticmal require-
ments were then denved, and these that required
Space Station support were identified. For each of
these, an ObjeCtive element was defined 	 an 0h-
jective element being the physical facility, equip-
ment item. test apparatus, structural assembly,
etc. needed to perl'ornl the required funCtion.
These ohiective elements and the requlrentents
they impose form the basic set of ini'orination
needed to define facility requirements and potCII-
tial progrann options.
As an illustration of the factors Considered in the
analysis of re(luirenents for future space facilities,
three examples are presented: satellite power sys-
tems, space processing facilities, and earth services
facilities.
Satellite Power System Objective
This Objective was chosen beCaLlSe It preserves an
option for developing an alternate power SOUrce
that cannot he depleted, is not imported, and
appears to he econ^ mically and environmentally,
acceptable. Power generation in space by SPS has
significant potential by virtue ol'almost ContintwuS
sunlight to to 15 times terrestrial availability). SPS
energy is easily exportable and offers halawe-of-
trade potential.
In ord,r fur a commitnlcrlt to he viade to SPS.
demonstration 01' (Cellnie,Il 0'1d economic feasihility
is required. Then, if' a conlinitment decision is
made, a development prugrani must he initiated.
Accordingly, a minunum system capable of
resolving the most critical v.chnology issues at the
lowest possihle cost was derivwd and was designated
fest Article-1 (TA-1). This would he followed by
a second test article (TA-2) which would provide
cost data and information pertinent to the deter-
mination of how an SPS might he fabricated and
;Senlhled on orbit. as well as key end-to-end func-
tional verification of such Issues as two-dimensional
phase control and the thermOStruCtural effects.
This effort would he pl.UUUd to he C0111110ed in
time to provide data and experience 10 support
programmatic decisions with respect to SPS by
1987. 1-inally, assuming a commitment is made, a
partial prototype test article (TA-3) of the full SPS
would he fabricated.
A summary of the critical SPS test article func-
tional requirements is listed in Figure I, aloi.g with
an indication of the capability of the various SPS
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
EVALUATE SPACE FABRICATION OF LARGE STRUCTURES
SOLAR COLLECTOR
MICROWAVE ANTENNA
STRUCTURAL'NTERFACES
EVALUATE LARGE-SCALE ENERGY COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION
20K VOLTS
SWITCHING
EVALUATE LARGE SCALE MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION AND CONTROL
IONOSPHERIC DEGRADATION OF PHASE CONTROL S (STEM
THERMOSTRUCTURAL EFFECTS ON PHASE CONTROL SYSTEM
EVALUATE RADIO-FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE EFFECTS
DIRECT TRANSMISSION FROM AMPLITRONS
SWITCHING AND ROTARY JOINT SOURCES
VOLTAGE LEVEL REGULATION
IONOSPHERE INDUCED
SPACE PLASMA EFFECTS
ARCING AND LEAKAGE
SPACECRAFT CHARGE PHENOMENA
END-TO-END FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION
THERMAL-STRUCTURAL INTERACTION
PHASECONTRO- SYSTEM
POWER TRANSFER AND ROTARY JOINT CURRENT DENSITY
PROTOTYPE MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY PROCESSES
TEST ARTICLES
LEO GEO
TA 11- TA 2 TA 1G
X
X x x
P X P
P X
X
X
X x X
X K X
X X P
P X P
X
X x x
X
P X
X X
P X
P X
P PARTIAL SATISFACTION
Figure 1. SPS Objective Element and Requirements Matrix
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objective elements to resolve the issues. The f inc-
tional requirements are SPS technology advance-
nlent issues. This list was derived jointly by
Johnson Space ('enter, Lewis Research Center.
11DA(', and Raytheon. 'I A-) operates in both low
earth orhit-LF0 (TA-I L) and geosynchronous
orhit-GFO (TA-1G). while TA-_' is used only in
LEO. The TA-1 L test activity consists mostly of
checkout and perfonllance calibration prior to its
being sent to GFO. 'I A-1 would he used to resolve
microwave issues, particularly for operation in the
Gh;O environment and transmission through the
ionosphere (heated up-beam HF). 'TA - ' would he
involved primarily with investigating tl...;olar
collector issues and system end-to-end functional
verification.
A schematic description of the various SPS test
articles that were considered is presented in Figure
A sketch of the TA-1 L/G antenna is presented in
Figure 3, which also shows the length of the various
waveguide sections and the installation of the
antenna and its phase control electronics. The hori-
zontai arm of the antenna has it 2.39-n1 waveguide
in the center, and the vertical arm has two of these
2.39-n1 sections, one oil 	 side of the center.
The antenna is two waveguides wide (one operating
and the other l 7or redundancy). The 46 anlplitrons
allow 10M, redundancy. The outboard waveguides
(14.36 and 29.72 ill) use corporate feed with the
anlplilron ill the center of the waveguide: all other
waveguides are fed at the end.
Even though the waveguide length tieing powered
by a single alnplitron varies from 2.39 to 28.72 m
for amplitude tapering purposes, a separate phase
shifter would he proposed to he employed every
2.39 in to properly facilitate phase steering.
TA-1 CANDIDATE	 TA-2 CANDIDATE
TA-1
TA-2
30m
— 260m —^9 x 15m	 479 KW57 KW RF	 RF
80 AT 10 x 10m
r I	 TA-3 CANDIDATE.IIJ	 F+– 521m
156m
1.
6 77MWRF
Figure 2. Candidate SPS Test Article Sizes
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INSTALLATION WAVEGUIUEWAVEGUIDES I
1
LENGTHS(m)
^r	 125.6m 2.392.87
nMPLITRON
0(2
4.79
957
 0. 199(n 1436 -18.72GUIDES)
^.	 12!0	 . _. }
	 / ,-
2.39m
1EITHER SIDE
OF CENTER)
AMPLI-	 PHASE
TRONS' CONTROL
HORIZONTAL	 22	 11	 y
VERTICAL	 24	 12	 -111- 0 149r
TOTAL	 46	 23 12 WAVEGUIDES)
'INCLUDES 100',, REDUNDANCY
Figure 3. SPS Test Article 1 Antenna
Space Processing Objective
Preliminary Studies and experimental results front
the Apollo, `.iKylah, and AS I V missions indicate
that space processing may he a potential commer-
cial source of improved or unique produCtS for use
oil 	 Markel projections for new products such
as silicon rihhon. ultrapure glasses, pharmaceuticals.
and biological materials (e.g., the enzyme uro-
klnase) Show Significant potential.
Space processing will ultimately be justified if it
can become a commercial source for materials not
Obtainable at competitive costs oil 	 In this
context, this objective has a strictly commercial
emphasis, i.e., made-in-space products having a
unique utility in the economy. 'I herefore, the char-
acteristics of the program to transition front R&D
to full-scale commercial production in space must
reflect the following:
0 ( 'olltlllUed applied R & D activities Ill basic
chemistry and physics, materials sciences, pharma-
ceuticals, electronic materials applications, optical
materials and components, Ind other man-made
products that offer a commercially significant
potential.
a Development of in-space processes and proce-
dures that ensure control of material characteristics,
uniformity, dimensional precision, and on-schedule
production of quantities commensurate with induS-
trial operations.
n Demonstration of production yields in Sufficient
quantities and qua, ty to assure commercial interest
and economy as opposed merely to demonstrating
scientific or technical feasibility.
n Demonstration of nlan-machine interactive
TRANSITION
TO SPACE
ADVANTAGES
OFFERED
• 60OX YIELD IMPROVEMENT
OVER GROUND FOR BID
PROCESSING IUROKINASE)
• $59,000/KG VALUE ADDED
FOR tILTRAPURE GLASSES(FIBER OPTICS)
• $22,000/KG COST SAVINGS
FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS(SILICONE RIBBON)
GROUND BASED
FACTO .. ^ ES(BUSINESS AS USUAL)
designs Thal %^ ill lake cost-effective advantage of
automated, senliaulonlated, and manual operations,
including all aspects of' the production process
(i.e.. fabrication, assembly, test. quah(y control.
packing. and transportation).
Three cases were selected as heing representative
of a broad class of' future commercial space proc-
esSing activities (See Figure 4). The first case was
the production of the enzyme urokinase. which in-
volved a process designed around a separation
Figure 4. Space Processing Commercial Interests
procedure and two cell growth cycles. This process
is typical of the production of a hionlaterial in final
form in space. According to researcher Dr. Grant
Barlow of Abbott Laboratories. this type of proc-
ess may offer great improvement in the product
potency over that possible on earth. I Ic ha,,es
this estimate in p;u*t on the SUCCesSful electro-
phoresis technology experiment conducted on
Apollo-Soyuz. The encouraging results of' this ex-
periment showed that one fraction of the cells
separated prodUCed Six times more urokinase per
Cell than did ground-base .t control cultures. Ile
predicts that additional improvements in all
steps of the procedure 1 i.e.. the separation process
and the two growth steps) will yield an overall
projected improvement of 000 times that which
Could he expected on earth. This potential im-
provement by space processing could prove to he
the breakthrou gh necessary to make such life saving
pharmaceuticals available to the puhliC, thereby
making possible their use in routine clinical prac-
tice rather than in experiment:Il medicine only.
T he second Case selected described the produc-
tion of an ullrapure g l ass in space representative of
the high technology-unique materials U • eful in nee%
and novel products of the ftltul, • \i the sugges
tion of Owens-Illinois.:he prototype 1 , rodticl upon
which this case was focused consisted of Masses
formed in space which would possess superior
characteristics insofar as optical proptrtics and
internal impurities are concerned. I hese improve-
nlentS would he important in fiber optics applica-
tions. The TRW Systems group estimates the ultra-
pure material Used in the manufacture of fiber
optics conlrlunication cables could reduce the
transmission losses to the point where a savings in
other Components of the communication system
(i.e.. repeaters) would equate to x;59,000 for every
kilogram of' tlltrapure glass used in the system.
Projected annual savings, along with the specific
savings, were estimated by TRW and Owens - Illinois
to he S236 million at the tiin^ the original case
selection was analyzed.
The third and last case selected was production
of semiconductor-grade silicon in ribbon form. A
survey of private industry provided a projection of'
the demand for integrated circuits, for which scmi-
conductor silicon is the hasic raw material, to reach
200,000 kg (478.000 Ih) by the year 1990. At a
finished cost of' S 100,000 per kilogram, tluS demand
c(Inates to a S'0 billion amlual market. A Feasi-
bility StUdy of Commercial Space Manufacturing
conducted by MI)AC-I •: 1 Reference: Contract NAS-
8-31?53 with NASA MSFC) provides an estimated
savings ( increase in value added) of ?„% of * tln:Il
demand by using silicon ribbon produced in Space
in place of conventional material. The economics
of , this case study pointed to a total potential in-
crease in value added of S4.4 hillion annuall y . I-ven
if space-produced silicon ribbon captures a mere
10'; of the total market for inte grated circuits. this
would represent a potential revenue of 5440 million
annually by the year 1990. This high economic
levoiagc represents one of' the more important fea-
tures of' this third case.
Earth Services Objective
To Conduct passive microwave radiometry, the Out-
look for Space called for lorry-wavelength micro-
wave system development leading to operational
systems for Conducting nr.Irinc resource evaluation,
all-weather crop prediction, and regional water
balance forecasting. Other studies, among them
5
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SYSTEM
FREQUENCY BANDS (GHZI	 06 11H
RADIOMETER CHANNELS 	 28
BEAM STABILIZATION (DEG) 	 •00015
ALTITUDE (km)
	
340 800
INCLINATION (DEG)
	
54
POWER REQUIRED IkW) 	 2
ANTENNA
DIAMETER Iml	 30
BEAMWIDTHS (DEG) 	 23 -0012
POLARIZATION	 HrjRIZONTAL AND
VERTICAL
SCAN ANGLE (DEG)	 100
SURFACE TOLERANCE Icm) 	 003
A.%'TENNA TYPES
PARABOLIC "DISH"
5 TO 20 DEG OFF AXIS. FUNCTION OF AMOUNT OF
ACCEPTABLE ABERRATION (CHROMA)
LONG FOCAL LENGTH REDUCES P"OBLEM BUT
RESULTS IN UNWIELDY DESIGN
,/PARABOLIC TORUS
60 DEG PERPENDICULAR TO GROUND TRACK
Figure 5. Radiometry Satellite Design Requirements
30m PARABOLIC
TORUS
ry a wnDV
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the Study of the Conl lit nalily of Space velliile
Applications to Future \alional Needs. Aerospace
\ SSW 2' 27, have suggested the lugh valu::utd use
of small portable personal conmiunicatiol. facilities,
electronic (nail, and other communication-
oriented capabilities.
fo accomplish these objectives, the designs.
tools, methods. and materials required to con-
struct, assemble. and test large antennas in space
which will n1;.intain theirsirLletural integrity and
beam-pointing capahility when subjected to ther-
mal and other stresses must he developed. It is an-
ticipated I reference Aerospace NASW 2727 I t ilal
three antenna types for radiometric and communi-
cations applications will require development, i.e.,
paraholic "dish," mullibcanl lefts, and lark-pl-; ;t .1
.aray antennas. As a precursor to the development
of 100 to 300 In or larger antenna systems, it
appeared desirable to introduce a smaller prototype
into the antenna development program at an early
stage. The intent is to reduce development risk and
the cost of' changes or n1 ldifications incurred in
the learning process of on-orbit large-scale
construction.
Accordingly, based upon the design requirements
and trade studies, a uesign concept I' or a 30 -n1 radi-
onr:try satellite Has evolved. Its system and anten-
na characteristics appear in Figure 5. It is designed
to cover all frequency hands of interest in earth
observations while scanning perpendicular to the
orbit track of the Space St ation. Stabllaratlon re-
quirements were assumed at approximately 10`% of
the heamwidth. Since the satellite is passive in
nature, power requirements should not exceed
2 kW.
t Large space antennas will either he assenlhled in
space or will he designed to be deployable. Anten-
nas are placed in the assembly or erectahle category
it' their shape is such as to make deploynlcnl difti-
f
	
	 cult, i.e.. if tmfurling mechanisms and hinges
heconle complex. and if (1:u p ping nlusl he en1-
fployed to prevent excessive backlash. Another l'ac-
for to be considered is the surface tolerance which
can he achieved. I ligher frequencies require tighter
tolerances.
"The 30-in scanning parabolic torus, which is pro-
posed for earth observations and limb-sounding
radiometry, falls in the space assembly category due
to its Odd shape and requirement for precise align-
ment (Figure 6). By way of- comparison, the `). 1-m
l	
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MESH
ATS 6
9.1m PARABOLOID	 HUB EQUIPPED WITH
OF REVOLUTION 
	 UNFURL MECHANISM
F igure 6- Types of Large Space Antennas
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A I S-(, antenna is in the deployable category. The
symmetrical shape (it" the A'IS -h provided by lhr
paraboloid of revolution allows a snnpk unlllrinlg
nlechallisnl to he employed. I he ATS-6 type is
usually used to produce spot heanls in 1 V hrcad-
casts. high-rate communications. and planetary
radiometry applications. 1 ,7tlay's technology would
allow operation of this type of antenna to 10 (;II/
at 40-n1 diameters and 0.5 (,Ilz at 180-I11
diameters.
Due to the complexity engenderctl in attempt-
ing to scale up the 30 -n1 antenwi to lamer diam-
eters while retaining the surface tolerance and scan
rate requirements of the higher t'requcncies, it was
u. • ,.led to split spectral hand assignments. As
shown in figure 7, divisions were made where the
diameters required to provide I-kn1 resolution at
800-knl altitude were exceeded. The result was to
identify three frequencies of' interest for the 100-
to 300-nl antennas, four frequencies of interest l'or
the 3#0-n1 i rtennas, and three frequencies of' inter-
est for the 4-nl antenna. For the purpose of del'in-
in' , space -tlnstrurtion retluirenlents, emphasis in
the present study has been placed upon the larger
antenna sizes (30 to 300 no with surface tolerance
root mean squ re reouirenlents of 0.035 to 0.48 cm.
FREQUENCY IGHZ)
Figure 7. Allocation of Spectral Bands to Antennas
In 51,1111mary. many objectives have been identi-
ficd in previous studies which have the potential of
satisfying a hasic need or goal of mankind. Fight
specific objectives have hcen identified in the
present Study which should he pursued in the near-
term. F= our of these objectives	 satellite power
systems, earth services (large antenna systems for
Cor11 III unications anti radiometry), spare cosmo-
logical research and Llevrlopnlent. anti space proc-
essing	 represent major goal-directed program
concepts. I Ile remaining four multidiscipline
science laboratory . sensor development facility.
living and working in space, and orbital depot
facility	 represent support functions that \k III he
required as hasic huddnlg blocks in the future
expansion of all areas of space activity. I hose
huilding blocks would not only support the four
nuljor prograin concepts but would provide the
hasic system elements capahle of ineeting additional
requirements as they arise.
As an example of the way in %% hied the hasic
facilities call he directed toward new goals as they
are established, consider a planetary sample return
mission. Although it would he possihle to return
the sample ( from Mars. for example) directly to
earth, orbital examination provides advantages in
terms of prevention of possible contamination and
should he given serious consideration in luturc
planning ot'such a mission. This would suggest that
,I nl:umred spare platform can play a significant role
in a planetary sample return mission.
A typical Mars sample reWri , (NISRI mission pro-
file is shown in Figure S. 'I he mission would depart
front a Shuttle-compatible earth orbit and travel on
a Conj(Inrtion-Class interplanetary trajectory. The
conjunction class mission takes longer heCausc of
the year required in the same orbit as Afars, but has
lower overall velocity requirements.
The direct Mars entry shown does not need a
separate !Mars Orhiter and requires less velocity than
Mars orbit rendezvous. 11 also i• simpler since it
does not call for automated in-orbit rendezvous
and sample transfer.
EARTH DEPARTURE
FROM PARKING
	
DIRECT
ORBITEARTH TO IAARS	 MARS
1 300 DAYS)
	
ENTRY
O INTERPLANETARY SURFACE
TRAJECTORY	 TIME
CONJUNCTION	 127 DAYS)
MARS TO CARTH \
EARTH
	
1300 DAYS)	 i
ARRIVAL-ORBIT
	
MARS
CAPTURE	 DEPARTURE
FROM PARKING
ORBIT (TIME IN
ORBIT, 400 DAYSI
TOTAL MISSION TIME - 1,027 DAYS (2 8 YEARS)
Figure 8. Mars Sample Return Mission Profile
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Departure from Mars would be from parking
orbit, and orbit insertion at earth arrival is pre-
ferred because it permits the taking of necessary
steps for dealing with the hazards of back
contamination.
As shown in Figure H, the total mission time
would be almost three years.
Upon return from Mars, all
capsule (EOC) and sample container will be placed
in earth orbit. A Shuttle Orbiter will retrieve the
capsule and proceed to rendezvous and dock at the
manned space base. At that time, a crane will re-
move the EOC and container and place them at
the Mars sample return laboratory airlock
( Figure 9).
The sample container can then be removed from
the FOC via remote manipulator and placed in the
designated Mars sample isolation chamber part of
the Multidiscipline Science Laboratory, from
whence subsequent scientific examinations will take
place. Decisions can then be made as to whether to
leave the sample in the orbiting laboratory, destroy
it, or bring it to earth.
A number of requirements for a planetary
sample return facility have been identified during
the study, and other requirements were provided by
NASA/JSC. These include environmental condi-
tions to be maintained; TV, communications, and
scientific data systems needs, numbers and types of
• SHUTTLE BRINGS
SAMPLE CANISTER 	 SAMPLE CANISTER
AND EOC RETRIEVED	 AND EOC TO
BY SHUTTLE	 SPACE CONSTRUCTION
BASE
• CRANE MOVES
l	 ASSEMBLY TO
	
i-^	 MARS SAMPLE
RETURN
LABORATORY (MSRL%
1P,	 ISOLATION
CHAMBERPORT
• SAMPLE CANISTER
TRANSFERRED
TO ISOLATIONMARS SAMPLE	 CHAMBERISOLATION CHAMBER
	 • SAMPLES REMOVEDWITH MANIPULATOR	 AND PLACED INTO
EOC	 TEST CHAMBERS
MSRL PHYSICAL
SCIENCE
	
^I	 ANALYSISUNIT
QUARANTINE QUARANTINE
TEST	 TEST
CHAMBER	 CHAMBER
NO. 1	 NO. 2
BIOLOGICALQUARANTINE
ANALYSIS UNIT
Figure 9. Retrieval of Mars Sample Canister
experiment systems, etc.
As can be seen, the basic Space Station and
construction base facilities have the flexibility and
growth potential to accommodate a broad range of
new requirements as they emerge.
Question 2
ARE THERE COMMON SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
FOR THE THESE OBJECTIVES, AND IF SO, WHAT ARE THEY?
Considerable commonality was found among the
support facilities required to accomplish the objec-
tives examined in this study. The commonality of
operational requirements can also result in a
desirable synergism in cost savings which call
expected to extend at least over the next 10 years.
The most common support requirements were
found to be the need for crane operations, space
fabrication facilities, space assembly capabilities,
extravehicular activities, and general support for
long-duration operations. In Figure 10, major
requirements for a particular objective element
are indicated by a large check mark, minor
requirements by a small check mark.
OBJECTIVE CRANE SPACEISPACE EVA ILONG
ELEMENT OPNS FAB JASSY REQMTS DUR
TEST ARTICLE t
TA /_/ !^TEST ARTICLE 2 _/
!/ JA-2)
30 m RADIOMETER
ANTENNAS
SPACE
PROCESSING
MULTIDISCIPLINE -/
LABORATORY
LIVING & WORKING J J ,/
IN SPACE
SENSOR DEVEL J J ./& TEST
Figure 10. Objective Elements Have Common Requirements
As can be seen in the figure, all objective ele-
ments require crane operations to a major or minor
extent. In particular, crane operations for SPS
TA-I and TA-2, and for the 30-m radiometer, are a
major requirement in the fabrication and assembly
of those elements. However, the laboratory-type
elements basically require crane operations only
initially to position the module or to supply neces-
sary materials.
Requirements for space fabrication facilities
were identified in developing the test articles for
advanced solar power satellites as well as in con-
structing the final operational system. Similar
technology and orbital facilities will be required in
y
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the construction of large antenna systems and, to a
lesser extent, space fabrication will be required in
the basic buildup of the Space Construction Base
itself. Space fabrication of components, as opposed
to transporting finished parts to orbit, call 	 justi-
fied if total construction costs are thereby reduced.
In general, two conditions must be met to satisfy
this requirement. First, density of the component
in question must be so low that transportation
costs may be significantly reduced by shipping only
bulk materials to orbit. Secondly, the fabrication
process "orbital overhead" costs must be less than
the transportation cost saving. This second condi-
tion typically involves automation of the process
to reduce required fabrication manhours. Hence,
sufficient production to amortize the necessary in-
vestment in fabrication equipment is also a strong
requirement.
Examples of fabrication processes that may be
simply automated are pultrusion (plastics and cone-
posites) and roll forming (ductile metals). Such
machines are currently highly developed and
capable of producing it great variety of cross-
sections (tubular, channels, Z-sections, etc.).
In space assembly the crane is of primary innpo•-
tance because it is used oil construction projects
as well as in both the initial buildup of the base and
continuing support of base housekeeping and
logistics support. Furthermore, general-purpose
maintenance provisions, including shop support for
minor repairs, will be particularly important in all
space operations, including assembly tasks, because
of logistics transport costs. This implies not only a
considerable spare parts inventory oil 	 but a
necessity for careful consideration of maintenance
and fault location system requirements during the
design please.
It is interesting to note that analysis of the opera-
tions requiring space fabrication and/or assembly
revealed that significant supporting EVA effort is
required. Of particular interest was the evaluation
of what all 	 crewman needs to do his job. At
each EVA work station, a significant complement
of' tools, services, restraints, force/torque reaction
capability, etc., was found to be necessary. It
became clear that the required equipment is beyond
that which call 	 conveniently carried by the EVA
crewman. This led to the conclusion that separate,
semicontained quarters at each EVA work station
are needed.
MCOONNELL OOOGL^19 ,
Two EVA crewmen working together are needed
not only to perform many of the tasks, but because
of the desirability of having each act as the other's
companion for safety.
In the area of long-duration crew support, basic
habitability functions such as food and waste
management systems, environmental control and
life support systems, hygiene, etc., call be expected
to be common to all of the objectives. In the same
fashion, many resource functions such as electrical
power systems, communications, data management
command and control systems, stabilization, and
guidance concepts will also have in great deal of
commonality over the spectrum of potential
objectives.
Question 3
WHAT IS THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF THE SHUTTLE?
SPACELAB? THE SPACE CONSTRUCTION BASE?
Expendable launch vehicles will be phased out as
the Shuttle becomes operational; as a result, the
Shuttle Orbiter will be the logistics workhorse of
space for many years to conic. With regard to
Spacelab, it 	 of currently proposed NASA
mission models and other related mission-planning
materials indicates that significant research and
development work will be accomplished during
STS-Spacelab missions programmed for the 1980
to 1983 time period in the areas of space process-
ing, life sciences, physics and astronomy, earth
sciences, and space technology. The experience
and data from these earlier efforts will provide the
point of departure for the missions to be defined
for the time period beyond 1983.
Furthermore, it can be anticipated that the
STS-Spacelab system will not only continue to be
useful for special missions and support operations
after 1983, but because the initial dollar investment
in these facilities will have already been made,
economic considerations alone would dictate the
continued use of Shuttle-Spacelab whenever
feasible. This system call 	 expected to con-
tinue to support manned operations of short dura-
tion (7 to 30 clays) for many years.
Figure I I summarizes the mission durations,
payload weight, crew sizes, power, orbital regimes,
and numhours per year, which call 	 anticipated
for the basic Shuttle-Spacelab system, and for the
Space Construction Base (SCB). Areas of capability
overlap are also indicated. The final program plan
developed for the 1980's must achieve all
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for Space Processing
tintiously nimined space platform, will he largely
dependent upon file specific missions to he acc0111-
1 1 1khed :uttl the :IlloWable rate of expenditure. In
space construction activities, for example, the
present study has exanliIlCJ "S1lutlle-tended.,
approaches as well as 'he "continuously manned
permanent platform" approach. In the " ShLlttle-
tcndc(I" case, support for the : rew and basic opera-
tionr, is provided directly by the Shuttle Orbiter.
The Orbiter is docked at the construction site and
provides support for 30 days. At the end of this
period, the construction crew and file Orhiter leave
and are replaced by another Orbiter and a new
crew at a later ti l ite. Under these conditions, the
space construction hale will have 1 20 days of un-
manned free flight :apability for maintaining
orhital loLation. The alternative is to proceed
directly to a permanent con,lruction facility %4'hlch
is continuously manned. The find;ngs to date sug-
gest that for single ohiective. n0immirring, co , i-
,Aruction tasks, the S,luttle-tended mode rf optra-
tion can offer considcnlhle savings in total program
balance of the potential capabilities which will he
availaifle.
CR5-1
MISSION DURATION 7	 30 90 365 2 YR(DAYS)
WEIGHT (LB)	 10K	 5pK 100K	 1M
CREW SIZE
POWER IKWI
ORBIT
PRODUCTIVITY(MANHOURS PER
YEAR)
SHUTTLE/
SPACELAB
Figure 11. Operating Regimes for Space Construction
Base and Shuttle/Spacelab
To illustrate the companion roles for the Space-
lab and the SUB. consider the area of' space process-
ing. Prediction process development and optimiza-
tion activities will require a significant on-orhit
capahility. However, as can he seen thont Figure
I', the requlrenicnts descrihcd for Ilse mission
duration and avera ge power in three types of
processing ;generally exceed Spacelah capabilities.
Therefore, it would not he feasible to mechanize
t„e entire complement of mission hardware neces-
sary to pursue product-oriented process develop-
nent and optimization activities within the con-
fines of Spacelah. although certain individual steps
could he investigated during Spacelah missions. For
example, the continuous electrophoresis separation
process, which is a crucial !part of the production
process flow, Could he evaluatetl in part by means
of Spacelab missions. Once this system element is
brought to the operational state, it could then be
incorporated into the tot: 1 proc^ ,Jng system
developed for the larger Space St::tioc In this
J anie fashion, it is visualized that the Shuttle-
Spacelah will c • -ntinue to provide complementary
support in all applications areas to the initial SCB
and to larger space programs into the foreseeable
future.
fhC hoLindaries o!' the transition zone between
extended-duration Shu t tle capahilities and those
which are Netter provAed by a permanent. con-
10
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7 MEN
J
1984-1986
SHUTTLE-TENDED (4 TO 7 MEN)
costs. Once a conlnlitnlent is mach, however. to
provide a continuouSly manned facility. whether
to support n1ultll)le construction tasks or for ogler
research and a1plication purposes. the Shuttle-
tended or extended-duration Orbiter mode of con-
tinuous looming becuules more costly and th_re
fore less deNuable than proceeding directly to the
developilwill ol'a	 mantled space
Question 4
WHAT PROGRAM ( IONS REPRESENT POTENTIALLY
VIABLE CANDIDATES?
As potential program options were being exam-
ined. the objective elements (which are items of
mission hardware) were categorised according to
Ihc ; r operational requirenuVnts into low ,arth orbit
(LFO, approximately 200 nn1), geosynchronous
orbit ((;EO), and combinations thereof. The gen-
eral defin i tions of the program options were:
Program Option	 Prime Characteristics
	
LEO (L)
	 Ope. ttions limited to LEO
LEO/GF:OI (L(;I) Operations in LF'O with
sonic test operations in
(CEO
LF'O/GEO2 (L(;_') Operations in LEO wit h
some construction and test
operations in GEO
	
GEO (6)
	
All operations in GEO
For LEO, two operational modes (Figure 13) were
investigated:
PERMANENTLY	 OR	 SHUTTLE-TENDEDMANNEDSCB OPERATIONS
V GHOWING
TO
	
LEO	 PERMANENTLY
MANNEDSCB
OBJECTIVE ELEMENTS
• SPS TA 1
• SPACE PROCESSING
• EARTH SERVICES 30M RADIOMETER
• SPS TA 2
• MULT:DISCIFLINE LAB
• LIVING AND WORKING IN SPACE
• SENSOR DEVELOPMENT
Figure 13. Prograia Option L, Low Earth Orbit
Operations
I . Early Shuttle-tended operations, during which
elelt:ents of a peril:mently manned Space Station
or space construction base (SCB) are used only
while the Shuttle is present. Subsequently, when a
full S('13 is assembled and activated, the Shuttle
continues to supply logistic support.
2. ('onstruction and activation of a full SCB prior
to operations.
As shown in Figure 14, the Shuttle-tended con-
cept can provide a space construction fabrication
4 MEN	 J
• FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
• SPACE PROCESSING
• MULTIDISCIPLINE LABORATORY
• SENSOR DEVELOPMENT AND TEST
O LIVING AND WORKING
IN SPACE
1986-1988
PERMANENTLY MANNED 17 MEN)
Figure 14. Evolution of Option L SCB Configuration
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and assembly capability only, or it can be ex-
panded to include space processing development
activities. Grew requirements are compatible with
the Shuttle support capability of up to seven SCB
crewmen. Fabrication and assembly operations
require three crewmen for nonlinal tasks (plus the
Orbiter pilot, who must remain in the Orbiter for
monitoring and system sa''ety), and three crewmen
to work the "second shift" in construction and to
conduct space processing development tests. Thus.
the number of crewmen in the Shuttle-tended
mode may vary from four to seven.
For similar reasons, the initial growth step in the
permanently manned class was established at a
7-nlan crew size. This permanently manned SCB
configuration is shown in the 1986-to-1988 tinge
frame. An a!! , rnative to this evolutionary sequence
would be the direct path to the permanently
manned SCB, which would advance in time the
number of objectives accomplished.
Program Option LG I expands the LLO activi-
tieS to include construciivrl of large structures in
LEO, which are then transported to GEO for test
and operations. These activities use an all-up S('li
in LEO and an orbital transport vehicle (OTV) for
transport to GFO: manned test and operations in
GEO are accomplished by GEO sortie missions or
by use of a small Space Station at GEO. As indica-
ted in Figure 15, in this Program Option, all objec-
tive element activities are undertaken wholly or in
part at LEO, and only those gaining significant
advantage from GEO are transferred.
Program Option LG2 expands on LG I by
providing for the construction at GEO of the
objective elements to be used there. This is accom-
plished by providing a permanently p lanned SCB
at GEO. in addition to the one at LEO. Logistics
is supported by Shuttle and an OTV. Figure 1 h
indicates the division of activities between LEO and
GEO for LG_'.
Program Option G consists of an all-geosyn-
chronouS option that accomplishes the five obje
lives shown in Figure 17. Two modes of this
option were analyzed. The first mode was based
upon the early establishment of a permanent SCB
at GEO. The second mode also established a per-
Illalletltly t11311I1e11 5(B, but at a litter tin g e	 it
OPERATIONAL MODE
i
l
OBJECTIVE ELEMENTS
MULTIBEAM LENS
ANTENNA
SPS TA-1
SPS TA 3
3 75-km NAVIGATION
ANTENNA
MK II RADIOTELESCOPE
SPS TA-2
SPACE PROCESSING
30m RADIOMETER
300m RADIOMETER
SENSOR DEVELOPMENT
MULTIDISCIPLINE LAB
LIVING AND WORKING
IN SPACE
COSMOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
LARGE OTV DEPOT
GF U TEST AND
OPERATIONS
ACTIVITIES
J
PERMANENTLY
MANNED
SCB	 IN
LEO
ELEMENTS AND
ACTIVITIES
Figure 15. Program Option LG 1
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GEO
CONSTRUCTION
TEST AND
OPERATIONAL MODES
OBJECTIVE ELEMENTS
MULTIBEAM LENS
ANTENNA
SPS TA 3
3.75 -krn NAVIGATION
ANTENNA
MK II RADIOTELESCOPE
SPS TA-1 (TEST ONLY)
SPS TA -1
SPS TA 2
SPACE PROCESSING
30in RADIOMETER
300m RADIOMETER
SENSOR DEVELOPMENT
MULI IDISCIPLINE LAB
LIVING AND WORKING
IN SPACE
COSMOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
LARGE OTV DEPOT
Figure 16. Program Option LG2
would be precCded by OTV-supported sortie mis-
sions. In Program Option G. the TA-1 objective is
not begun until the permanent SCB has been estab-
lished, while work oil
	
other four Objectives
is initiated at t he outset.
PERMANENTLY
MANNED SCB
'^\Cr	 - OR ^ SORTIE MISSIONS
I
GROWING
TO
PERMANENTLY
SHUTTLE- MANNEDSCB
SUPPORTED	 LEO
OT 
CEO
OBJECTIVE ELEMENTS
• SPS TA-1
• EARTH SERVICES MULTIBEAM LENS
•MULTIDISCIPLINE LAB
• LIVING AND WORKING IN SPACE
•SENSOR DEVELOPMENT
Figure 17. Program Option G
III
	
present Study, the analyseS conductCd to
date have concentrated on the requirenici1ts and
programmatic considerations for the LEO program
option.
Question 5
WHAT CONFIGURATION CONCEPTS CAN SUPPORT
THESE PROGRAM OPTIONS?
As descrihed in the response to Question 4, two
b.Isic philosophical approaches were tak.n to the
development of the configurations to support
the various program options: it "Shuttle-tended'
approach .Ind a "Permanently Manned" approach.
Although hoth approaches lead to a permanent
facility in orhit, the difference lies primarily in
when the facility is established; i.e., the — Per-
manently Manned" approach leads to an early
permanent capability as the initial step, whereas
the "Shuttle-tended" approach provides a more
gradual buildup of' increasing capability as a flunc-
tlon of time (iee Figure 181.
ShUtlle- 1 elided
In the Shuttle-tended cases, orbital actiVitieSOccur
onl y
 while the Shuttle is oil
	
The ground
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rules associated with the Shuttle-tended config-
urations include the restriction that the maximum
duration of the Orbiter on station will be 30 days.
There will be an allowance of 120 days of free-
flight consumables provided to the portion of the
facilities left unmanned on orbit, when the Shuttle
returns to earth. As summarized in Figure 18,
three basic implementation concepts were devel-
oped for the Shuttle-tended case: "strongback,"
"single Shuttle launch," and "direct growth."
The Shuttle-tended configurations can accommo-
date crews of from four to seven individuals, with
each implementation concept assuming single-
shift work activities for a four-man crew living and
working from the Orbiter, and two-shift opera-
tions with a seven-man crew.
One approach to the Shuttle-tended facility
might consist of a "strongback" structure and an at-
tached control module (Figure 19). When imple-
mented, this facility would represent about 15,600
kg of mass and about 100 cu.m. of pressurized
volume. In this case, a growth facility could be
PROGRAM OPTION L'
SHUTTLE-TENDED
4 .7 MEN
SINGLE
DIRECT	 y	 SHUTTLE
GROWTH	 LAUNCH STRONGBACK
JOL
PROGRAM OPTION L
PERMANENTLY MANNED
7 MEN
Figure 18. Configuration Development
4- TO 7-MAN FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
INDEXING TURNTABLE
RCS
CONTROLMODULE
TRUSS
	
EVA HATCH	 FABRICATIONAND ASSEMBLY
	
STRONGBACK	 MODULE/FIXTURE
(	 FIXED SOLAR
ARRAYS (FREE FLIGHT)
Figure 19. Shuttle-Tended Strongback Configuration
developed by the addition of modules along the
original Orbiter docking axis. An electrical power
system module could be added, for example, with
a solar array sized to totally support a range of
orbital facility construction and test operations.
This might be followed by the addition of a core
module to which the habitation, space processing,
and logistics modules could be berthed.
Structure may be added to the original strong-
back truss beams, providing the basis for a con-
struction platform to permit those objective ele-
ments which may require such a capability to be
achieved. After the strongback evolves into an
appropriate framework, longeron fabricating mod-
ules, rolls of array surface materials, automated
robots, and other equipment complete the fixture
as may be required.
Another Shuttle-tended concept, termed the
"single Shuttle Launch," is predicated upon hav-
ing a self-sufficient fabrication and assembly facil-
ity delivered to orbit as a unit. This second Shuttle-
tended concept was so called because the basic
fabrication and assembly capability is established
on the initial launch. This concept provides a more
advanced long-reach crane over that proposed in
the "strongback" approach, a four-man airlock, a
larger electrical power system, expanded perma-
nent crew habitation, and additional berthing capa-
bility (see Figure 20). During its initial operational
phase, this facility would be about 24,300 kg and
have about 400 cu.m. of pressurized volume. The
14
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7 MAN FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
Figure 20. ShLttle-Tended Single Shuttle Launch
Concept
evolution of' this single-launch facility into a per-
manently manned facility would he accomplished
by the addition 01' modules to increase the funC-
tional Capacities and to add the capabilities for
unattended orbital operations. The add-on elec-
trical power system module. or example, is visu-
alized as a large-area array cap.tble of supporting
all the facility housekeeping, co ► struction opera-
tions, and objective element testiIAZ, including
space processing operations (see Fi;ure 2 1 ). A core
module would he added to which habitation, space
processing. ,n d IugistiCS modules, and Orbiter
docking would be provided.
To support the construction of larger objective
elements such as test articles for the development
of advanced solar power satellites• a large solar
F/A FACILITY OPERATIONS
MODULE
POWER
MODULE	 -.
'	 EVA
PORT
^^ -- `
J	
`CREW
SUPPORT
( j	 \LOGISTICS UNIVERSAL
CORE	 TRUSS ASSEMBLY JIG
HABITATION/
CONTROL
Figure 21. Growth Version of Shuttle-Tended Single
Shuttle Launch Concept
collector fabrication and assembly .jig Could be
added to the longitudinal axis of the fabrication
and assembly support module, while a composite
tuhe fabrication unit and a universal truss assembly
jig could he added to the lateral/berthing ports.
These facilities Could accommodate the construc-
tion of linear array structures along the longitu-
dinal axis of the configuration, as well as material
supply logistics nlodUles.
The third Shuttle-tended concept was termed
the "direct growth" concept (Figure 22). It is
characterized by the Ilse of generally more sophis-
7-MAN FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
INDEXING
COMPOSITE	 TURNTABLE
MOBILE FABRICATION
C9ANE UNIT
	
\\	 yh	 HA
/HATCH
	
N	 i OBJECTIVE
EOGISTIC
LOGISTIC
MODULE
	
r\	 `.^'	 BERTH
POWER \
MODUL
CORE	 -
UNIVERSAL	 ^.
TR USS
\	 ASSEMBLY JIG
SC SUPPORT MODULE
MAXIMUM CAPACITY
Figure 22. Shuttle-Tended Direct-Growth Concept
ticated systems and multiple modules, including a
core module. a power nwdUlC, a space Construc-
tion modtllC. and fahrication and processing mod-
ules, as required. Its total mass ill
	 would he
about 123,000 kg %% ith 700 Cu.m. of pressurized
volume provided for crew operations, and it would
provide systems more directly applicable to the
needs of the final perm, , nent manned space station.
The three basic •• Sh Ill t1C-tcndrd' Concepts
described above represent different levels of capa-
hility as their initial starting points. Ill
	 case•
however, the concepts would grow in time into the
permanently manned concept.
Permanently Manned
The permanently manned Configuration (see Fig-
tire 23), with logistics and crew rotation performed
by the Shuttle. provides docking and berthing
ports, pressurized habitation and control facilities
15
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7-MAN FABRICATION ANC ASSEMBLY, SPACE PROCESSING
COMPOSITE FABRICATION
UNIT \
MOBIL F;-
CRANE.
`NABITATIO SC SUPPORT
CONTROL ^^ MODULE,
CORE- '• 1 MAXIMUM
CAPACITY
DOCKING I
ADAPTER i OWE
MODULE +
CREW UNIVERSALC \	 SUPPORT TRUSS ASSEMBLYJ LOGISTICS	 JIG
SPACE PROCESSING.^
Figure 23. Permanently Manned Concept
power, and Heat rejection capabilities to support
all program options. The initial space construction
activity undertaken by the permanently planned
configuration may range from EVA-manual assem-
bly to automated fabrication and assembly. Fabri-
cation will most likely be only partially automated
at the outset. As operations ntaoin:.: ,td construc-
tion project sizes and schedule durations dictate.
more fully automated assembly support equipment
may be phased into the program.
The basic seven-nlan ,permanently manned con-
Iiguration (Figure 24) has the capability of sup-
porting both fabrication and assembly of objective
element mission hardware plus commercial space
processing activities. The single power module
would sapply power up to 34 M The basic ele-
ments, in addition to the habitation elements,
inClude the fabrication and assenlhly facility. This
latter facility consists of the space construction
support module, crane, composite tube fabrication
module, universal truss assembly jig, and solar col-
lector fabrication and assembly jig. Following
deployment of the fabrication and assembly facil-
ity tooling, specific objective elements can be
installed.
The 14-man configuration shown in Figure 24 is
a furth.- growth step from the 7-man station. In
the 14-man growth version, multiple objectives can
he simultaneously conducted, but with an increase
in power requirements. As the power level reaches
60 to 70 M a second power module will have to
be added. In addition to the aforementioned fabri-
cation and assembly capabilities and space process-
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F igure 24. Program Option L SCB Configuration
Evolution Permanently Manned
ing, the 14-man configuration can add a general-
purpose facility for mul t idisciplinary science, sen-
or development, and to support continuing experi-
ments related to living and working in space.
Question 6
ARE ORBITAL CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES PRACTICAL?
Several important objectives in the area of energy
systems and earth services require the presence- of
very large structures in space (e.g., solar power
satelli(es, earth-oriented radiometers, and advan,:ed
Communications satellites). As the design of each
objective element progressed in the present study,
parallel operations analyses werr performed to
assure the producibility of the article in question
and to address the issue of whether or not orbital
construction facilities are feasible. Also, parallel
trade studies of ground versus on-orbit fabrication
were performed, as was determination of' preferred
fahrication and assembly techniques and
equipment.
1	 l	 I ^	 1
Space fabrication of components, as opposed to
trar;porting finished parts to orbit, call justified
if the transportation rusts are significantly reduced
by shipping only hulk materials to orbit and if' the
fabrication process "orbital overhead" costs are
less than file saving in transportation cost.
The large radiometer (f= igure 25) and nlultiheam
lens antennas (MBL) are examples of space Hard-
ware that are believed hest suited to the "ground
fabricated, space assenlflled" approach. While even-
tual production numbers of the MBL antenna, may
he large. the current state of technology for the
fabrication of' the composite antenna faces requires
a great deal of manual labor.:u1d would he difficult
to automate.
3	 O	 0
	
^O	 15 HONEY COMB SANDWICH 	
``JOPANE LS
	
(2)
	
PARABOLIC LONGERON
TWO 45° SEGMENTS OF 15rn RADIUS FRAME
TWO 450 SEGMENTS OF 7.34m RADIUS FRAMEO
05 TI-.REE 15m CROSS BEAMS
OSOLAR ARRAY ASSEMBLY
OTURNTABLE ASSEMBLY
RADIOMETER
LOGISTICS MODULE
Figure 25. Construction of 30m Teroid Radiometer
Smaller assemblies such as the around-fabricated
30-n1 1 15,400-kgl radiometer antenna call
design,:d to he packaged I disassenlhleLl I as a single
Orbiter payload (Figure 20). Since this requires the
full length of file Orbiter's cargo hay, transfer of
the payload package to the S('B would be accom-
plished without Orhiter docking by use of a crane-
restrained mode ill 	 one arnl of the crane
holds the Shuttle Orbiter while the other extracts
the module.
While the 27-111 120,000-kgl
 
SIBL antenna size is
similar to that of the radiometer, it would require
three Orbiter flights for transport-'The reason is
primarily the panel thickness regUired by pha ,^e-
delay components.
In the Case of solar power satellites (SPS), it :s
helieved that by the ting e construction base activi-
ties in support of the SPS program are Undertaken
(circa 10114). the prototype SPS concept will have
heen defined. -thus, activities supported hy the
Figure 26. Radiometer Packaging Inside
Fabrication and Assembly Module
base will. in all likelihood, he aimed ;It the develop-
ment of a selected concept. This view is also Sup-
ported by all
	 that lest activities necessary
for concept selection .:mi he undertaken on the
ground.
For study purposes. the Space Station System
-analysis Study used a prototype SPS 1111LICl predi-
cated upon the IindingS ot'a JSC in-house study
which included all anticipated construction re-
(luirementS for future systems. While 'he selected
model may not he the final concept. it is reasoned
that the general manner ill 	 the construction
hale supports SPS development will not nary great-
Iy from this model. IF SCB facilities are de,"ined as
general-purpose equipment capahle of supporting
;r number of construction project., they should he
capahle of Supporling development of ally SPS
concept. FigurC 2 7 illustrates the selected SPS con-
Cept used as the haschne model and Figure 28 illus-
trates one segnient of the total array.
Our analysis suggests IIiA the JS( •
 prototype
design model can he totally constructed using only
one generic structural element - a 10-111 triangular
cross-section trtus beans. I It 	 de%ciopnlent of a
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single automated fabrication and assembly fixture
can satisfy produ.'tion requircnn e nts for all major
SPS structural components.
ANTENNA
UPPER
LONGERON A
CONST9UCTION
BASE
A - FRAME
/	 STRUT
CROSS BEAM
/	 LONGERON/
e^	 f	 POWER BUS
,—,SOLAR
;^-	 ARRAY
LONGERON/POWER BUS
MANUFACTURING MODULE
SOLAR BLANKET ROLLS
CROSSBEAM
MANUFACTURING MODULE
Figure 27. Prototype Model Solar Collector
Figure 28. Solar Array Segment for TA-2
An MUAC concept fo; production of the lull-
scale SPS prototype 10-m heam cap is illustrated in
Figure 2 1) . Roll-forming machines are used to con-
tinuously p:e3:;	 lie three triangular heam caps
from rolls Of aluminum sheet strips. Fach cap is
formed from two strips fastened together by pro-
jection welding. A centrally located roll-forming
nnacllnte Continuously produces discrete lengths of
tubul:Lr truss members. Since these cannot use
dynastic vacuum! • • als (as the heam cap compo-
ne,lts), the finished IrUSS mcnahers pass into a
evolving ­galling gun" airlock. Upon ejection
from this airlock. the truss members are picked up
by progranuued robot ,Alit" and attached to the
triangular cap flanges by the fastener took. beam
alignment is nldistained by controlling the individ-
ual roll-forming machines.
Automated SPS 000—Aruction is fouaded on Iwo
well-developed technologies 	 continuous roll-
forming ol' linear structural members front hull
sheel metal and automated assembly using pro-
grammahle robots.
Figure 30 Illustrates the Yoder roll-forming
machine commonly used in aerospace applications.
As adapted to the 1'ahrication of 10-m triangular
heam caps. fewer (though considerably longer)
rolls would he required for the relatively simple
formin g task.
As visualized. the fabrication and assembly fix-
ture design concept )see Figure 111 would Continu-
ou•.Isi produce a finished solar collector in a Fully
automated assemhly line. RolkforminL machins
:std associated projection WO&I's for the 10-111
heron caps would he located in unpressuriied
thermal control shrouds. Six o; these would he
mounted on a .jig frame to Simaudtaneously produce
the required longeron caps. Two robots, mounted
on the jig's main heam. would pick up prefahri-
cated truss tLahes from a spring-fed magazine and
clip then[ to the emerging heam Caps. As the truss
cap junction passes through a truss attach head. a
structural hoed is formed (projection weld. large-
diamcl, r hollow rivet, or one of several other
viahle options).
Pretensioned reflector and solar cell hlanrket
materials would he Continuously deployed from
rolls mounted between the jig frame arch and !vain
heam, and on the main heam. respectively. Rem-
forced edges of reflector sheets COUld he attached
to the heart cap flanges by staples or blind ri%ets.
However. the heavier solar Cell hlanket nmierial
would induce extreme stresses into the heart Caps
during light and dark thermal cycling if it were
rigid'y attached. Blanket edges would therefore he
suspended from the heam Caps by constmit-force
springs. While several options exist. it appear , that
hlanket-to — lectrical power hus connections are
required only at extreme ends Of the collector.
Prior to beginning fabrication of the longerons.
the Fabrication and assemhly fixtures used to
MIRROR ROLLS
UPPER LONGERON
MANUFACTURING
MODULE
r•
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Ej	 MACHINE 161	 VACUUM SEALS
DOCKING PORT	
DIMPLER
PROJECTION WELDER
COIL STORAGE	 LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
ASSEMBLY JIG
—	
STRIP COILS _	 ^	 TV CAMERAS
0.
?F f"^^
EVA AIRLOCK	 FASTLAER TOOL
TRUSS AIRLOCK	 ROBOT AHMS
\	 CONTROL ROOM	 TRUSS EJECTION CYLINDER
TRUSS ROLL-FORMING MACHINE 111
Figure 29. Production Prototype Truss Module
it
Figure 30. Ind,istrial Roll-Forming Machine
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SOLAR
REFLECTOR
SOLAR CELL
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MAKER	 -
TRUSS
ROBOT
CONSTRUCTION	 /
MODULE y
j	 TRUSS
10m BEAM	 MAGAZINE
CRCoS BRACES
STORED
FOR LATER
INSTALLATION
Figure 31. Fabrication and Assembly Fixture
produce three 0-m lengths of 10-in beans. I hose
are stored oil 	 construction module and used as
needed fur structural cross incinhers ill 	 collec-
tor. Attachment of these large members to the
emerging longerons would he done using the
mollile crane. and by EVA.
Electrical power required by the Fixture is a
linear function ot' cap development rate and is
estimated to he approximately I kkV/m lain
(exclusive of lighting requirements).
The solar collector l'ahrication nd assemhl^ jig
would probably he totally grOUn(1411"ricaled. and
its design would allow assenlhly and checkOUt prior
to launch. Components could then he shipped to
Orbit On two pallets, which would he hrrthed to
the construction Support module while Its, jig is
assembled. Actual assembly Ol the I'ahrication and
assembly jig would be by EVA -asSiSted crane. as
shown in Figure 3'.
The steps visualized in the construction of the
solar array itself' are illl,strated ill 	 .1 .1.
In reviewing SUB requirements. the importance
of a crane tacility must he emphasized becaUsr it is
Used oil 	 construction Orojects as well as in hoth
the initial huildup Ol' the hase and in continuing
support of hale how,a eping and logistics support.
Control and maintenance support of all con-
struction equipment	 together with support of
the work crews	 will be the primary functiOn OI'
the construction hale. Control functions include
not only the crane and the various automated con
struclion equipment, but also conlrol Of EVA
Operations. Since c1,11'411ICIiOn activities will nece,
UNFOLD TOOL
MAIN BEAM
EVA WORK
STATION
IN TALL UPRIGHTS,
UNFOLD CROSS BRACE AND INSTALL
INSTALL BEAM
CAP MAKERS
EVA WORK
STATION
,ROBOT
REFLECTOR
SOLAR ARRAY
BLANKET
/ REFLECTOR	 TRUSS ROBOT
CAP GUIDE AND	 12 PLACES(
STRUT FASTENER (FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
16 PLACES)	 MODULE NOT SHOWN)
Figure 32. Solar Collectcr Fabrication and Assembly Jig
sardy be reinote from the control settler. d ^011-
sidmihle %Ideo capability to monitor .III active
I' VA %^ ork stations x% ill he needed.
A, the develo p ment of mission hard\^are:on-
cepts progressed during the stud\, rk-gmienlenls for
the specific ,*gmhilities needed at each INA work
station emerged. In some applications, a nimahle
scaffold arrangement to,uppOrt INA construction
p lay he desirabl y Ilowe\er. a "cherry picker" plat-
form mounted at the workin g end of a crane would
provide greater flexibility and. thus, would he even
more desirable I l igure 341
In parallel wilts the development of INA work
,I at ion concepts. anr,\ ses were performed to deter-
mine tot.Il INA time for any given crewman oil
construction job and the resUllant exposur, to
radiation. As;Ili example. in the pennon ntly
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CROSS BEAM NO 1
Al
NO 2 A ND NO 3
i I
OASSEMBLY CONS T RUCTION TOOLING
OFABRICAT E THREE 30m CROSS BEAMS
03 FABRICATE INITIAL SECTION OFSOLAR ARRAY FRAMEWORK
ArTATCH SOLAR ARRAY, REFLECTOR ROLLS
AND CROSS BEAM NOA
OCOMPLETE FABRICATION OF PANEL SEGMENT
Figure 33. Solar Array Construction
manned 1110dC dUring initial construction, a crew-
nl:nl might spend a. much as 144 hours in 1 VA in
a 90-day period. requiring approximately 0.4 gttt
cnl-' of shielding'see Question 71. As construction
Jobs become more extensive, the radiation problem
hecomes more acute.
III
	 of" the forego in.a . the protection pro-
vided by the currenl Shuttle EVA suit must he
increased by the I9X4-1 9 85 lime frame. Our.uh-
contractor. Hamilton Standard. has indicated that
concepts for such a protective suit are available and
apparently present no insurnlountahlC difficulties..
As EVA types of jobs become more extensive, the
amount of shielding required hecomes nnprachcal
for suits. and either ,hurter careers are indicated
for crewmen or enclosed work stations are needed.
1'wo concepts are ; I ) a hard-sui' cherry picker in
which crewmen work from a tlressuri/ed cabin
through a clove box and l_'1 a pressurized cabin
with remote manipulator arms.
iI	 I LE
EVA SUIT
`0.1 qm/cm2
	 HARDSUIT
CHF RRY
PICKER 2
0-5 gm/cm
MANIPULATOR
CHEHRY PICKER
0.5 gm cm
Figure 34. EVA ,fork Station Concepts
In hrief, however, orbital construction appears
to he practical ant. .. 	 , been Illustrated. con-
cepts and devices are available to meet the reliuire-
Inents loreseell al Ihls Milli'.
Duvwon 7
WHERE SHOULD SPACE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS BE
ACCOMPLISHED - AT LOW EARTH ORBIT OR AT
GEGSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT?
A comparative anal\ sis of those potential program
objectives which require mission hardware in order
to operate in geosy nchronous orbit (e.g.. SPS TA-I
Mid FA - 3. In tilliheanl lens anl ,:jinas. 3.75-kin navi-
iati o n antemta.. and lar •e rai.tiotelescopesl indi-
cated th:lt construction of the mission harddN-are
can he miss( effech\cl\ acconlplished in low earth
orbit. A numher of factors were consulered In
.rrriving at this conclusion, but the primary factor
was determined to he a transportation cost differ-
ence of
	
billion hetweeli two identical pro-
CramN in which construction in !ov. earth orbit or
EVA WORK
STATION
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iconstruction III 	 orbit was the only
variation. 1'he two program options wnich pro-
vided the foundation for this evaluation were LG I
and LG2 (see Otiestion 41 since they hate the same
goals, with the foitner requiring the construction
of key ohjeclive element, at LF.O And the latter al
61J). A title - phased comparison indicated that
seven more S('ti modules would he needed to
accomplish Option LG_' ((CEO construction) th.ln
For Option LG I ( LI . O construction 1.
As seen in Figure 35. the major difference in the
LEO and GFO construction sites lies in the orbital
transport vehicle (OTV) propellant needed. Must
of' the propellant difference is due to the increased
crew activity at geosynchronous orbit for Option
L.G_'. For LGI, with construction at LEO, the
major item produced, SPS (TA-3). can he sell'-
powered ' GFO using its solar array, thus reducing
the OTV flights and corresponding O -TV propellant
needed.
The Shuttle (light history for each option is
shown in I igure 30. with LG I tolaling 187 llighls
and 1 G' 408. This large difference of S I t1.1 nlil-
MASS TO LEO
7
OTV
PROPELLANT
6
5
OTV
PROPELLANT
V	 4
z
o_
J
_J
3
NQ
2
LOW 9 PROP	 SPACE
LOGISTICS LOGISTICS /STATION
1
OBJECTIVE OBJECTIVE
ELEMENTS ELEMENTS
0
LGI	 LG2
SPACE
STATION
Figure 35. LG Transport Requirements (Mass) to
Low Earth Orbit
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lion per flight repre,ents a S4.2 billion total cost
difference. I lie large nunlher of Shuttle blight%
WOUld warrmil the use ol'a growth Shuttle • hich.
in turn, would reduce the 1^4.2 billion	 ,.:rential
by N 1 .1 billion. In addition, a low
- g transfer	 tent
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
OPTION LG2-408
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r
r
Q 40
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LEO CON	 GEO CON-
STRUCTION	 STRUCTION
LG1	 LG2	 41 COST
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
	 187	 408	 $4.28
GROWTH SHUTTLE	 MARGINAL	 YES	 $-1.1 8
OTV SIZING (KG/STAGE) 40,000	 55,000	 N.C.
LOW g SYSTEM	 YES	 NO	 $-0.59
.OW g SYSTEM	 GEO CONSTRUCTION PENALTY = $2.6 8
Figure 36. LG Transport Requirements (Shuttle
Flights) to Low Earth Orbit
for LG I would be required. The development cost
estimate for this system is 5500 million. liased
upon these considerations, the net difference
hel% een LGI and LG_' duo to LFO -GFO transpor-
tation was estimated to be $2.0 billion.
SPS (TA-3) was analyzed in greater depth to
examine the factors that influence orbital transfer.
The LEO-to-GEO orbit transfer is dependent L ► pon
t}1: type Of system used and the thrust level. The
transfer tithe varies Brun) 5.25 hours at 0.1 g to
70 day, at 0.0001 g fur continuous-thrust capa-
hility. For TA-3, the _' I-MW array can he used to
provide power for an ion engine thrisst system. The
resulting exposure of the solar L! • I in the lower
Van Allen belt can cause signific +nt dcgradation
up to 40";. In addition, large giulhalling angles are
needed and multiple engine systems are probably
required. The yaw or out-of-plane angle variations
become large and vary at orbital frequency to pro-
xide velocity where it is needed a, the orbit inclina-
tion is depressed.
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A low-thrust transfer thing chelaical systems
(perhaps reusable or e\en expendahle OTV's) could
also be utiliied. The orientation prohlenl would he
overcome and the transfer could he faster to re-
duce the Solar cell degradation. The extra Shuttle
tlipl.ts needed are more than compensated for by
not having to huy all 	 propulsion system ;Ht
a cost ofabout S500 million. l'hus, from a tran,l'er
standpoint, the differences in L(;' and LG I are
nine Shuttle flights more l'or the GI:O construction
case it the recommended low-g chemical system is
assumed for LG I .
Major issues, other than tr:n„portation cosh
that could inlluenCC construction locations, are dis-
Cussed hrielly below.
Orbit-Keeping
The objective elements heing considered for LF0
or GL:O construction were analy zed to determine
the relative orbit-keeping differences in terms of
propCll:mt re(Juired. It watt t 'OU:ld that LFO/GEO
orbit-keeping ditferences do not appear to be a
major Influence on the selection of 1_I 1.0 or GFO as
the construction site.
Orbital Forces and Moments
SPS ITA-3) was examined to calculate the forces
that would he applied at LI:O and GEO. Gravity
gradient and aerodynamic torquC differences arC
large Iron, LF:O to GLO. This would rcyuire an
altitude control sys t em for the L(;I option during
L+.O tests that would not he needed at geosynChro
noun orhil. The penalty may not he great, since the
system t1,ed for orhil-keeping would prohahly sul ,
-fiCe and uncontrolled excursions of a I'ew degree,
would probably he acceptable for a short-duration
test.
Plasma Leakage
Iligh-\oltage equipment (particularly solar arrays)
operatint in space Hilly he suhjCCt to suhst:uttial
losses due to leakage caused b y the space plasma.
Figures. 37 and 38 illustrate the nature of this
potential prohlenl t*or TA-' and I'A-3 (TA - I uses a
low-voltage solar array).
The Curves plotted in f = igure 37 show the power
loss as a function of altitude due to electron and
ion Collection for a 90'% insulated, 13 1 ) 111 -2 solar
array operating at 2,000 and 16,000 V*. l'i:e
potential for leakage exceeds the array Output
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Figure 38. High-Voltage Solar Array—Plasma Leakage
(Voltage Gradient)
Capahility at 10,000 V. :Ind at allitudes helow
1 ,000 kill. the peak leakage occurs at 300 kin. I he
leakage is a function of the plasma density. %%hiC11
H, a tunCliurl of altitude .Ind the I 1- year solar
CyCle. l'lle Curves are for the peak of the solar cycle
(4 x 106
 e/cni 2 l and are consenati%e for 'I A-'.
which will fl y near the solar mininnim (^ x 10:)
C cin-). These clines were CACUlated using
LangnlUir equations with constant-charge spheres
Used as a model.
A solar array generating a _22 0.000-V diflCrelltial
is expected to assume the voltage Ie%els depicted in
'I II. on1an, "Cost of I • arih Power from Photovoltaic Power
Sa,elhte," Boeing Aircraft ('o.
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I-ig ire ?K. The restilmig low %oltage, (Willi the
Milage gradient depictCdI Will ittNILI. relatively
few eleclrolls alld lolls colllpared to the Coll"Llill
high-wItage Case (e g ..1 111111o1 - ill 1 ().000 V ac1'os,
Ills entire arra y ) assuin d Ill F.'gtiie 37. 1 he leakagi
lo„ lot Ille lo%k-%oll.lge c.1,c ^kIII he 111tic11 le„ Ihall
that d:plcted in Ilse figure.
Oilier ( 'actor, nlill g .1lin g the s •• %ehI%- of the I A-'
and fA
	
prohlenl in I I () relale to I I I oheralwils
at S('H altitrldesgreater 111.111 300 kill. %%hich put,
the losses to the right of the peak %.dues. I ) Illi
tact that lark solar array, are Ies, allected Alan
,n1.111er ones. and 111 operations during or ne:u
solar nllnlnlurll. It is helie%ed that the latter will
not he •I ,k-sere prohlcat for I A-' and I A-3, hilt
should this prow	 options to re,ohe the
I)rohleln ill:lude I I I k10CIOI)MCnt of,uhstrate and
"Ohl. io\'er itlstll:illoll IreC of h11111(l1e, IWillih rapid-
h enlar g e and cause leaka ge) or CICC riralh hl:l,ed
,cree p s. (1) redu,-twn 11t array %'( lta g e, uising;I
step-tip transformer, and (?) shiltulg test opera-
tion, to (;1-0.
Hard on the nliligAllig factor„taled and the
worst-case nlodelinc used for the ccdctilations, it is
felt Him the leakage prohlenl wll lie substantially
rcdu,.Cd :ltler thorou g h mi,il^,i, .nld test. thus will
inll)o,e no pCn.111\ tin III: I I 0,6I •.0 con,trucliorl
issue.
Radiation 1 nvirunnlent Influences
The radiation en inmmcnt :it 1 1 , 0 is different
front that at GFO and could ha\c N ome effects on
the 1 FO (11 "0 consU'uctiun issue. I Ile allowable
dose guideline, I Rl \1) for crewmen are as foll„wb
It F. !^1
Exposure —
1 Days)	 Skin Fyes Marrow
0	 75 37 ,;
1 )O	 10i i ` 5
1 till	 ' 10 1 04 70
The skin dose Bala shown In Figure 3 1) are usti,111\
the limiting dose; this is the most difficult dose
a gainst which to prmide shielding. At LF0 or
G1jO. :1 — I gill rn1 2 Space Station wall would r,-
duce IhC close to well below the allowablc lurllt.
The requireme is for EVA radiation shielding at
L.FO were determined by Comparing Ilse allowable
i
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Figure 39. Radiation Environment Influences
(Trapped Radiation Dose)
dose to that rL.Cl ed Inside a I gillicnl Space
Station. then allowin g, the difference to he the
allo y%ahk I-VA exposure dose. The relationship ol,
mission duration. 1 VA exposure.:unl requil'ed suit
lhlckne„ is,ho\VII in Figure 40 for LI-U ('S.5 .leg
x 400 knl I using skin d0SC as the limit, A ?U-day
mission. with a total of _' days spent on INA,
would iegtiire a stilt thickness oft).? I gnucnl'.
I'IIC ,tilt MIL kness drol's off \^ ith mission duration
for constant I •.VA exposure hccause the total
alloWahlC dosC increases. PkAIMCd INA and
mission-dill-ation points for the SCB mission are
shown h\' the d:1ta point, Al ;0.')U. Aral ISO (Iay,.
A suit thickness requirement of from 0.3 1 to 0.41)
znlrcm - is required. The potentiall y ' availahk! ,till
ihic knesse, range I'ronl 0.1 gttt'cnl (S FS suit I to 0.3
gill k.11l- ( 1985 EVA SUil1. Ali increase i ll thwkncs,
appears needed tit stay within the overall allowable
do,C C ritel'ia.
The increased electron environnlent at small
shield thicknesses would require a thicker ,tilt at
GFO. The previous requirement range would he
extended to U.i to ().h7 gm; g ill	 I his conll^:irison
is fur trapped radiation only.
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Figure 40. Radiation Shielding, Low Earth Orbit
The solar cosn)ic ray t SCR I exposure is prin)ar-
ily a problem In GFO since. at a'f;.5-deg Lh:O. the
earth's tllagnetiC field WOUld Shield the SCR pro-
tons. The S( R dose at GFO is dependent on the
siie of flare received. I^he range of dose shoo n in
Figure 41 as a funciiotn ol'shield lhickness is fur
expected rates of 5 to y tl,ires per year. A hiowell
is needed at GLO with a thickness of	 1 gill till
For a I1IIl)IIIIIIII. this would require a hiOWell h CHI
thick which. for a 0-titan capacity. would have a
mass of ahout 3.040 kg. At ( CEO. the intense en-
vironment during all SCR e\Cnt WOUld preclude
any I •
 VA aCm it\' during the period of the C^-2111.
I he SCR dose effect at (;1•.O would require further
increase in the '.VA suit thickness of a few more
gill cll1,.
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Figure 41. Radiation Environment Influences
(Solar Cosmic Ray Dose)
Clearly there is a radiation penalth associated
will) extended-duration missions and with EVA
exposure at GFO Cotnpal-Cd to LEO. In hoth Cases
the EVA still requiren)enis appear to exceed the
planned suit thicknesse s. It should he remenlhered.
however. Ihal these calculations are I'm a thin
shield in a region ol' the em iromnent where dose is
changing very rapidly ^vith thickness. It should he
cautioned that the rest ► It, are sensitive to theoret-
ical :Ind calculation error and changes in the cim-
ronnlent and, although design solutions are avail-
able to protect the crew. thorough ;ulalysis Of the
radiation en\ironn>ent appears warranted before
lirrll FVA ,tut requirement, are developed.
The evaluation of the major LEO/(;LO con^'ruC-
lion issuei resulted in the s;iinnlary comparison
shown in Figure 42. 'I lies, concltriuns are hased
on the ohiective clen)ents ;n)alped. prinimily as
influenced b y SPS CFA-3).
LLO construction is preferred hecause It would
sa\e at lea,t ^'.o hillion o\er the 66.0 construc-
tion approach. In addition, the current shuille is
adequate to support the operations for the LI.O
Construction case and the logistics are sitllpler.
The (11 •.0 conslrtiction technique does offer
some advantages but the greater cost. the need to
comnut to a growth Shuttle. and the added radia-
tion haiard make it less desirable.
LEO
CONSTRUCTION
LOWER SYSTEM
COST
AOVAN- CURRENT SHUTTLE
TAGES ADECUATE
SIMPLER LOGISTICS
LOW'g' TRANSFER
NEEDED (USE CHEM
ICAL OTV)
ADDITIONAL
DIS- ATTITUDE/
ADVAN- ORBIT CONTROL
TAGES SOLAR CELL
DEGRADA rION
DURING TRANSFER
POTENTIAL PLASMA
LEAKAGE
Figure 42. LE ) vs GEO Construction Summary
Question 8
WHAT ARE THE TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS
FOR THE POTENTIAL PROGRAM OPTIONS?
The transportation s^ stems analyses Conducted as
part of the Space Station stud y have included trans-
portation requirements in terllls of mass to be
Carried to orbit and nunlher of flights for each pro-
CEO
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTED
IN SITU
STOWED TRANSFER
TO GEO
TRANSPORTATION
COSTS $2.6 BILLION
MORE
REQUIRE MORE SCB
ELEMENTS
REQUIRES GROWTH
SHUTTLE
GREATER RADI-
ATION HAZARD
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For the Low Farth Orbit option about
500,000 kg was required to he delivered to LF0
over the operational periods. The specific objective
elements accounted for about tine-third of this, and
the Space Station elements represented about one-
rirth. The remainder rellected logistics support
re(luin•nletits.
For 'hose program options requiring GF:O oper-
J0011s. additional mass was re(luired ror 0'IV
'orbit If transport %Chicle) propellants, and in these
ca,,- ,s the total mass requirement. to LF:O ranged
front 3 to 7 million kg. The variance in the
required mass Ie01CCted such t 'aCIOI .S as the use of
High Isp electric systems vs chemical systems and
whether or not more p lanned sortie modes to GFO
were required because of construction at GF.O
rather than 1.1::0.
'I he annual number of IlightS needed to support
the LE0 options are shown ill 	 43. For oper-
ations limited to low earth orbit during the years
1084 to 2000, the ntinintuml mmmlher of Shuttle
flights required 11101 Considering crew rotation
re(Juirements) varied rrom 44 for a program option
which .-alled tier the initial activation of a 7-man
perm,ml;ntly p lanned space C011Str - LICtioll base
(Option L). t0 02 ror a program option that was
hatted upon ,I Shultle-tended pro-r;rm option (i.e..
work proceeded only when the Shuttle Orhiter was
docked to the construction platform). When geo-
15 r	 PERMANENTLY MANNED SCB, 7-MAN
synchronous options were introduced. the Shuttle
flights needed varied 1'roml a low or 1 13 to a high
ol'408 (see I igure 44). Peak manual flight require-
11tenIs varied 1'rorn 3 1) for LG I , to 70 for L(12. 38
f'ol g(per p l:ulently manned 1'acilit> at GLO) and
55 for G' (sortie missions initially,
	 later growth
to hermaneutly m:uuled at GF:O). Clearly. these
high rates would t.:x the Shuttle capabilities. A
major portion of the flights were for ()'I V pro-
peilam delivery, thus, when G1:0 options are intro-
duced. the development of a 1.1-:0 delivery syslenl
or larger Capability nught he warranted to reduce
the number 04 Ilights, to transport propellant more
cfl t.Jently, and generally to reduce Costs.
As an example of the factors Considered. in
definin g the O'IV requirements, the requirements
ror Program Option LG I are shown to Figure 45
by year for hoth the delivery all(] round-trip mis-
sions. The payload for the delivery mission con-
siStS of the itCntS identified, while the round
trip payload consists o1 the crew module and some
objective clement material. As call 	 seen. there
are large items 10 he delivered. e.g.. the cross-
phased array and the 1111.41tiheant fens.
The numleric:ll distribution o1'delivery and
round-trip !lights ror the payloads for Option I (; I
is Shown in Figure 46. As seen. most of the pay-
loads are tinder 20.000 kg tor the delivery mission
and 7,000 kg or under ror the round-trip mission.
SHUTTLE-7ENDED,STRONGBACK
1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 	 2000 1984	 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 	 2000
Figure 43. LEO Option Shuttle Flights
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Figure 44. Shuttle Flights for 1-131, LG2, G, and G' Program Options
I laese requimucnts were tabulated for each GFO
program option. Hie delivery or round-trill value
A which the OTV should be designed was then
determined. 'these data suggest 111;11 the OTV
design capability should he _2 0,000 kg for LIrlivery
and 7,000 kg for the round-trip.
Delivery round trip and expendable mode para-
metric OTV capabilities were compared to the
mission requirements to determine the vehicle
sizes heeded ( figure 47). Performance capabilities
include single- and two-stage OTV's. with the latter
considered in both optimum and conmion-st;tge
configurations. 'I he optimum design consists of
siring the two stages for a propellant loading ratio
between Stages I and ' of ahout ' , i t'or delivery
missions and 55 : 45 for round-trip missions
(0ptin1unl velocity split). For the common-stage
design. both stages arc the same size. The capabil-
ities for delivery ill 	 expendable mode were also
calculated to investigate the capability to deliver
outsized payloads.
The solid-dashed line variances on each perform-
ance curve indicate Ihr transition points front inte-
oral stages to separme I.O, and Hk tank designs
as limited by Shuttle hay length. "I'hr center ordi-
nate of the ,hart is the total ()'I'V propellant load-
ing cor11n1on to hoth the delivery and round trip
performance lines.
The hulk to the delivery missions (15 ol' 1 7 )
require a capahility of less than 20.000 kg. This
could l ie accomplished by hoth single- and two-
stage c)TV's, the single stage requiring 65,000 kg
of propellant. and the two-stage requiring about
50,300 kg. When the round-trip requirements
7,000 kg) are considered, a propellant loading Of
100,000 and 80,000 kg would he required for the
single- and two stage 0TV's, respectively. Note
that the single-stage version would have to he
launched in two sections I I.I I ^ tank and LO-i tank!
engine) Mid assettlbl yd in orbit. Also note that the
80,000-kg two-stage O"I'V could accommodate the
_'H 000-kg delivery mission. Clearly, the 64,000-kg
payload would size an OTV beyond that which
w0111d he used efficiently for 34 of the 35 LG I
Ilights. This mission could he accomplished by
speri;ll 111r:uls 	 probably multiple OTV clement,,
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Figure 46. OTV Flight Requirements for Option LG1
used in :ii n expendahlc anode. The propellant sav-
ings ;u)(I flexibility oh the two-soge 01 V over Ihat
oh the single stag resulted in recotnnlendation of'
file two-stage 1 ,01-Option LGI. The reduced OTV
propellant ;done would result in a savings of'
S340\1, Clue t0 decreased Shuttle Ilights ( 17 x
ti IS,Q million). The conuuon-slag design is
recommended over the optinnunl concept for
commonality reasons. the perfOrma nce difference
heing sinall. Thus, an 110,0110-kg propellant, com-
mon two-stage OTV ( two 40,0011-kg stages) would
;Ippear desirahle for I.G1 .
The analytic proces ,; for sizing an OTV was
performed for all four program options per the
previ0ua Cx:uuplC. The types SClected, sizes, and
nl4ior influence for each option are shown in
F ig ure 48.
The two-stag C0111111011-design OTV is recom-
II)CndCd for all options, based On the redUeed
logistics Costs for prolellant delivery and the com-
monality of design. The respective logistics cost
savings ol'the two-stage OTV Over the single stage
were LG1-5340 million, LG2-S1.0 hillion,
G-5560 million, and G'-5880 million. The indi-
vidual sizes for each option were selected by con-
sid,r , lg the delivery and retrieval re(fuirennents
for each. The 40,000 kg of propellant per stage
for I ( I I was diSctlsSCd previously.
The OTV size reconnnlended for LG' was
55,000 kg ol' propellant per stage. The hasic
re(Itlirenlent of 53.000 kg to meet the 10,000-kg
maid-trip reyuirerl)ent was raised to 55,000 kg to
accommodate the delivery of' the 64,1100-kg cross-
phased array. l In Ihis latter case, the OTV would
he expended on this mission.)
Option G analysis resulted in an OTV of 53,000
kg of propellanl per stage to inert the 10,01111-kg
1'01111(1-trip regUirements. For Option G', a 55,000-
kg OTV stage was recommended. With this size, a
two-stage OTV would he used to satisfy the round-
trip mission requirement of 1 1 .000 kg, and one of'
the two Connnl0n Stages could he used IOr the
1 5,000-kg delkcry mission.
The above sele(tions are meant to he illustrative
only. final recommendations will he dependent
upon the specific programs which NASA elects to
pursue in the decade ahead.
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MAJOR
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ROUND-TRIP PAYLOAD
ROUND-TRIP PAYLOAD AND
DELIVERY 11 STAGE)
The major results obtained from the transpor-
tation analyses indicate that the Shuttle can sup-
port all program options, though Li p 2 requires a
large nuulher of flights and high flight rate (70 per
year maximum). A growth Shuttle concept appears
needed for this option. In addition, a two-stage
common-stage (ATV (lesign was selected for all
options based on reduced propellant requirements
and Vommonality of design. Fhe basic size requires
from 40,000 to 55,000 kg of propellants per stage
consequently 55,000 kg per stage was selected for
conceptual design.
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Figure 47. OTV Requirements and Capabilities for Option LG1
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PROPELLANT/
OPTION	 TYPE STAGE (kgl
LG 1	 2-C' 40,000
LG2
	 2-C' 55,000
G	 2-C' 53,000
G 	 2-C' 55,000
'2-C = 2-STAGE COMMON DESIGN
Figure 48.	 Initial OTV Selections
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Question 9
WHAT TECHNOLOGICAL STEPS, DEVELOPMENTS,
OR BREAKTHROUGHS ARE REQUIRED?
AIIIiougII no major breakthroughs are required I'm
initial implementation o1 the programs described,
continual technological growth is anticipated and
new research and development requirements will
continue to he identified as specili: mission objec-
tives are defined. Some of the key technology
areas which have been identified to date as war-
ranting further cniphasis are described in the
following paragraphs.
Solar Power Satellite
Development of lightweight packaging concepts
and low-cost designs are mandatory in establishing
the commercial feasibility ut'solar powersatel-
lites. Other areas for research and development
inaudC to:hrligLIes for the space fabrication of
solar collectors and microwave antennas, and large-
scale energy collection and (list rihution systetlls,
and low-cost lightweight, flexible and radiation-
resistant solar :ell hlankets. Precision pointing and
control represents an area for continuing emphasis,
as well as problems relaled to microwave power
transmission syster.,: and components, radio-,
1'reyue11:y generators, accurate and stable
waveguide/structure systems, phase control sys-
tems (including ionosphere interaction i, and radio-
1'rCque11cy interference effects.
Materials and Design
for Large Space Structures
Control of thermal distortion in large space Stru:-
tures through development of materials and
improvement in design technology represents an
area for continued research and development.
Structural joining techniques and the dynamic
interaction of large structures with stabilization
and control systems will also be areas of continuing
investigation.
Large Antennas for Communications
and Radiometers
A better theoretical and practical understanding is
required of the scaling effects between small and
large antenna concepts. '1 fie feasibility of imple-
menting theoretical electrical design concepts for
nlullihe:um lens antrnnas and nwintaining structural
precision tolerances must hr investigated. Micro-
wave transmission problems as noted above also
require:ontuluing atlrnllon.
Space Processing
Further research is required to provide a batter
understanding ol' the impa:l of'environmentIf
changes (vibration. acceleration, Icnlperature,
pressure, etc.I oil
	
processing of varimis
malerials ( melals, glasses, pharmaceuticals) in a
basically zero-g environment. Conversely, a het ter
understanding of the potential affects (environ-
mental and otherwise) which the space processinP
or manUtacturinP,,
 procedures may have (111 Ifle
space base and the crew is required.
Stability and Control
Tile major stability and control problems which
must be addressed are those associated with adap-
tive system concepts and component devClopnlent
inauding actuators capahle of controlling a range
of masses from individual Shuttle-delivered mod-
ules to large, complex mass distributions. and
inertias created by many tilodular units strUetur-
ally linked together. The stability and control
systems must be ahle to also accommodate
dynamic interactions of short periods with such
elements as moving cranes, nulnipulators, and
Shuttle docking kinetics.
Extravehicular Activity
A better definition and understanding of true
extravehicular capability is required before optimal
workloads, schedules, and manning requirements
(crew sizes) can he completed. In addition, Sup-
porting equipment tools, and environmental pro-
tection t radiation I devices and tr:hniqurs require
development.
Fabrication and Assembly
The development of remote inulnlpulatt-rs and
crane systems with I1Cxihle dynamic char y • ter-
istics including aided control netw(,rks, and
advanced display techniqueS will be required in
space fabrication and assembly operations. I ele-
operators, robotics, and cre%% augmentation devices
may require further development as spC:ifk' mis-
sions are defined.
r•.
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Interaction with
the Space Environment
The interaction of systems and components with
the space environment is still not completely
understood. Plasma leakage effects, radiation pro-
tection, etc., represent continuing areas for con-
cern. Operations will require high-voltage circuits
in space where conditions such as arcing, insulation
breakdown, plasma currents, ion bombardment,
electron bombardment, and x-ray and gamma ray
radiation effects call 	 anticipated. Electronnag-
netic and electrostatic force field interactions and
coupling effects, particularly of high-power density
systems, would impact mechanical design as well
as stability and control of space system elements.
Electrical Power System
System concepts that are efficient, easily maintain-
able, lightweight, low nost, and long lasting repre-
sent a continuing need in energy system develop-
ment. Requirements exist for solar arrays with
flexible substrates and advanced energy-storage
devices (e.g., regenerative fuel cells, advanced
nickel cadmium or nickel hydrogen batteries, etc.).
Long-Duration Environmental Control
and Life Support Systems
The economic feasibility of long-duration missions
in GEO will depend upon development of reliable
closed-ECS concepts for water and oxygen. Gen-
erally improved habitability features of all space
platforms represents a continuing need, whether in
LEO or GEO.
Question 10
WHAT ARE THE EXPECTED MILESTONES AND SCHEDULES?
As the Shuttle becomes operational, the use of
expendable launch vehicles will phase out and the
Shuttle-Spacelab combination will provide the
principal support for space research and operations
especially during the early years of the 1980s
(see Figure 49). As requirements for on-orbit con-
struction facilities develop and requirements for
longer stay times emerge, it call 	 anticipated
that it will no longer be cost-effective to return all
system elements to earth at the conclusion of each
Shuttle flight. Many system elements will be left
oil 	 and will only be activated in a Shuttle-
tended mode of operation while the Shuttle/
Orbiter is oil 	 As demands grow, per i-
anently manned space stations/bases will be
required in order to provide continuous fabrication
and/or assembly operations as well as more cony
prehensive research and development capabilities
in orbit.
The key milestones in overall program develop-
ment are summarized in Figure 50. The critical
point of reference is the date to be established for
the initial operating capability (IOC). Historical
experience dictates a 52- to 60-month develop-
ment cycle, and if it is desired to have IOC in 1984,
a Phase B activity must be initiated in calendar
1978.
Figure 51 shows the schedule for the develop-
ment of a permanently manned SCB. This schedule
includes SCB buildup, and construction of two
test articles for the solar power satellite program
(TA-I and TA-2), and the 30-m radiometer for a
7-man permanently manned option. This schedule
assumes the DDT&L' would begin at the start of
FY 1980 and that the first launch of the SCB
would be in December 1983. This allows the
SCB to be in place and operational by mid-1984.
The two SPS test articles may then be completed
before the end of 1986 and the 30-nn radiometer
built and tested by early 1987.
The schedule to accomplish the major objec-
tives examined in this study is shown in Figure 52
for three different SCB crew sizes (7, 14, and 21)
for a pernanently manned option. This schedule
is referenced to the time the SCB is certified as
ready for operational use.
In general, the 7- and 14-man cases cannot sup-
port simultaneously all of the potential research
and development activities which have been iden-
tifled to date; therefore, the total time required to
accomplish all the objectives is long. Obviously,
21 men can accomplish more activities in parallel,
and the time required to complete the objective
items is much shorter.
Figure 53 shows the schedule for the develop-
ment, SCB buildup, and construction and lest of
the TA-1, 30-nn radiometer, and TA-2 for the con-
struction part of the option which starts in the
Shuttle-tended mode. In this program option
model, the SCB would be operational in early
1984 in the Shuttle-tended mode and operational
in early 1986 in the permanently manned mode.
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Figure 50, Key Milestones
The SChedUle to arcompliSh the objectives iS Shown
in Figure 5 .3 for the three initial Shuttle-tended appro-
aches. All versions have a 3-elan crew durinLI the
Shuttle-tended portion of the option, and these parti-
cular Schedules retlect a 7-man crew during the per-
DDT&E SPACE
CONSTRUCTION BASE
f---^ SCB BUILDUP AND TEST
%SCB CERTIFIED
TA 1 CONSTRUCTION
AND TEST
TA-2 CONSTRUCTION AND TEST
30m RADIOMETER	 F„^
CONSTRUCTION AND TEST
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
YEAR
Figure 51. Development and Construction Schedule for
7-Man Permanently Manned Option
mancntl^ iminned period. however, a larger crew
coUld lie provided during, the permanently manned
period by adding additional crew modules. Thk
would permit acceleration of the later activities, but
at additional expense.
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Question 11
WHAT ARE THE EXPECTED COSTS?
The cost cstlltlates to develop, produce. place in
orbit. and operate the station elements of a 7-man
permanently maimed spare cor;struction hale
1 S('R r I Figure
	 are sunlnlariied in F igures 55
and 50. Figure 55 presents the yeark funding re-
quirements Lund cunlUlative Cost. segregated by
nlaJor element. S('13. mission hardware. and trans-
portation. Figur,• 50 presents a hreAdown of the
cost for each of the Ill Tee major elements. For the
SCB. the cost of the individual modules that cool
prise it. the cost of management and integration.
the ground test and It ;SL costs. and the remaining
ground support costs during the operational period
are shown in the first har ill igure 56. 1 he mis-
sion hardware cost is divided Into, the cost of the
individual ohieclke elenlenls as shown in the sec-
ond har of Figure 50. 1 he transportation cost
shown ill 	 third har rellects the rust required for
placing the S('B and mission hardware Into orhtt.
and the logistics Irmispm, tation cost for the opera-
tional period.
In a similar I':rshion. the cost estnnate ,. for the
various itlitiall% Shuttle-tended approaches are pre-
sented i ll f figures 57 through n' - I o understand
the cost data that is presented for the Shuttle-
tended options. one 11111.1 renleluher that each oI
the Shuttle-tended options grows into a perma-
n l:ntly manned facility afterahout 1-1 ' years of
operation. AcrorLh11gly, the cost dala presented for
these options encompasses the total cost of the
Shuttle-tended option. includint! hoth the Shuttle-
tended and permanently manned portlolls
1 lle annual and cumulative cost to accomplish
the Shuttle- t t • nded option by using the ' %troTng-
hack" configuration is gjven jn Figure 57. The
..stronghaAk configuration for the Shultle-tended
part of this option is relalively austere. It consists
ofonly :l rudimentary fahrication and assembly
module. With a Shuttle-derived remote manipulator
system ( RMS). and it relies to a mavrnunl extent
on the hasic Shuttle 0rhiter forhahitaFlll0%.
po^\er, slahilltN and control. conununicatwns. and
L1,11.1 nlanagenlent, liy comparing the m , nual fund-
ing on this flgure wilh that of Figure 55 (the per-
nlanentl\ rtl.ulned option) a major advantage of the
Shuttle-tended approach can he seen, namely, a
reduction ill 	 fundnlg regurred during
IIt(• early part of' tlie program. Thjs reduction re-
sults front the fact th:1t the Shuttle-tended portl()n
of the option is accomplished first and consequent-
ly the schedule for the development of the perma-
nentl y
 manned elements can he dela y ed ^\Ith a re-
sultant postponement In the relati\ely higher flrnd-
Ing required for these dC%elopnrents . 1 - his reduc-
tion ill
	 \ ear funding, holds true for the other
Shultle-leaded cases as well. although the nu+gni-
Iude varjes somewhat with each progra ►n option.
Figure 5^% sIio%%N the rosl breakdown for the
"stronghack" Shultle-(ended option. for the three
R
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major categories oil St. K. mission hmd%%are. and
trallspolt.ltloll. I lle•t'.ire Illrther ill%filed to shotA
Iht' . ost of Ills' Hid IN Idu;ll nlodtile'- anti elen lelll%01'
Ills' tillt. (lit • IIItII%Idtl;+l oh it! itl%e CIeIIICllls t'tl,l It11'
IIIe mission hard N7+rt• . and the transporl at foil costs
for Ilse S( 'It, Inl,.lun h.utlNare..uld operallonal
1t ,glsl li, suppol't.
1 Inure St) %timmari/e , the \ earl\ luntling .Intl
.II111111.111\e cost flit till• "S1110t' I.Itlllcll	 option.
hl, konflguratloll IsunleNhat more autononurlls
than the ",tronghack." principall y in tilt- me is of
poNer:ultl I VA capabilit\', but it is -still ticpkell ellt
Oil the S1111111c lot. Inally funktioll, ill addllloll Io
habitabiht^ . I-Inure I,l ► ,hoN. the cost hreakdomi
for Ihi, option.
Ilk .
 , 1 1. 1 for the lass Sliullle-tended option. lift'
"dlre.I g- ,N ill" case. i, presented In FlgllrC I.I .
For till, option, the modules for the Shuttle-
tClldt'd pollloll of , I ll y S( B ;Ire the same Is Illo•e
Used dlll'lllg the pt'l'lllallt'llll\ 111;IIllled portloll. C\-
cepl Ihal the cri\\ habilahllll\  .Ind cargo lunclions
'Ire ftrOVIded h\ IIle Shut Ile. I his option reprt'sellts
Ilse most .Illtollmllous of the slltlttlt'-lendod collf g-
urations \\Ile.l groNlh to tilt'	 nlmilled
configuration take, place. all Ihal must he added
are IIIe (N"11 ircm modifies .Illd .1 t Ingo modlde. I' Ig-
llre I,' prelCllts Mt' cost I l reakthmn I 'm Ili,- direo
enmIll oplioll.
A comp.u-ati\e cost ,ulnln.tn for .III of the
option, is L \en In Figure 413. 1 he data are di\Ided
Illltl ti( It tolls. Illls,ltln I1:+1'd\1':ire costs. trallsporta-
lion costs. .11)(I the loLd for c'I'll opllorl. I'ol fill
tllrt'e S1110110-lelldt• t1 t olliepls. lilt' iosls are gl\t'11
for both Iht' Shuttle-tended portion and the total
for groN 111 to a pt'rnl.mentI\ manned configur:l-
tioll. Ill tilt' Sllllttle- lellded Illodt' s 1110 cost of
design. dC\t'lalpllletll. list. and asst'Illl t ly of tilt' tit It
Ill) to Illt' time of Ialllal op,-rational kallIbdll\
OPTION	 SPACE
CONSTRUCTION
BASE
S-RONGBACK
SHUTTLE TENDED MODE 400
TOTAL WITH GROWTH 3350
SINGLE LAUNCH
SHUTTLE-TENDEC MODE 710
TOTAL WITH GROWTH 3240
DIRECT GROWTH
SHUTTLE-TENDED MODE 1460
TOTAL WITH GROWTH 3100
PERMANENTLY MANNED 3060
Fagurt' 63. Program Option Cost Comparison (S Millions)
ranges Irom'.-► 1)1 ► nlllllttn lot lilt "stronghack" :+p
proach to \ l4w) million for the "dll'ei 1 gttm I li'
appro.Lll I lu. rellected tilt' Int-ria.. In the nunlhel
.Illd colllplt'\II)' of tilt' modules Ilk-edt • d (t, form Ills•
h.l,e III ill y ",l a lgle l.lumll and ­ dire i grt,Nlll ap-
proaches. I he tit It has b.I,lcall) file ,;lint' cortfigu
rat on III 11 ,, filial t'\o111tion.1r\ ,I.IIc lot* t'ai11 of the
opt lolls.
he total cool Iigure, of Iht' tit It l Ili, ludIng
gn .\IhI %% ere progressi%d% greater Im the "single
Launch" IN Z_40 nlllhonI an • I Ilie **,Ironghack"ap-
proacllesl \ 350 Inilllon) %% hen iomparctl wit II the
' - d ifck t g1o\%Ili'' approach I s ? I W I Illllhonl I hl.
11:1. kill'.' Ill part to the f.lil 111.It sollle of the slllgle
launch land .till more oi l the strongbackl modules
%%ele Initl.11l) of {o p ted capahilo a. concel\ed.
.Illd Ilet'dt'd it) ht' .IIII'111e ti tcd and Or replaked dur-
in g the I\erIud 01 buildup to the pCIIIIAnenl st.ltlun
"pabilit%
I lit' mis,ion llard\tare for Ill y Shuttle tentled .af)-
pro.lch also Incre:ned I'runl IIIe --IIrongha, k..
1\ - I,l) million) I his relle'led the tact that (ht'
tooling for IJI1ricalin_' these items was determined
to he considcrahI\ more.ophlstic,lted In the
..dlrek:1 get,\1111	 k'.Isc than Ill the	 ,lrtlll)!haik'
oplloll.
I lit' total cost for mission hardNare to ;Iccolll
pll,h all ohie '.II\es Nas found it) he shout tilt' same
for each of the t,pllons. Slight variances in Iht'
kilts o0.1irred hecallsl' of nllllor difft'rent:e s in the
tooling approaches.
I he transportation Lo,l :'or Ili,,,
 Shuttle-tended
option, varied from S:90 million for the "single
launch" to 0420 milli ill for the ..slronl•hack.•.
Ilk.-SC figures rcllecl the nunlher of Shuttle 11Ights
required. I he "strolwhat:V required more flights
hCk::Itl,C of IIIe 1111.11101 ire\\ sl/t' -ind Ille less ­phi s -
	
MISSION	 TRANSPORTATION	 TOTAL
HARDWARE
	
640	 420	 1460
	
2020	 1200	 6570
	
660	 290	 1660
	
2040	 1020	 6310
	
760	 360	 2580
	
2030	 1070	 6200
	
2030
	
860	 5950
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Icated equipment used to h iii lll toTA- I and 30-
neter radiometer. With this approach, approxi-
mately I
-3l4 years al one launch per month )total
launches) were required hefore building of the
I)ermanent configuration is begun. The "single
launch" option required only 1-1, 1 4 years in the
Shuttle-tended Mode, still at one launch per month
I total 15 launches), before building of the perma-
nent configuration. 1 he "direct growth" option
required ahout tour months longer or I-112 years
la total of IQ IauncheS) because more modules are
launched. and the Dower nlrd ► lle was not phaSed
Into the operation as earlN as in the "single launch..
option.
'rile  iran%porlatlon costs also reflect the tact
that only three launches were necessary in the
direct gro%%Ill - option It) deliver file new Illodule.,
required for the pernn:n viii Station ,,. Ill; "single
I.Immch ' required Dive. and the "strong0ack"
required seven. The nunlher of launches required
Fur mission hanlware and logistics was the salve Ior
all the options once Ihry evolved into the
perma ncnt seven- p lan configuration.
on the hasis of tl,e cost studies of the config-
urations analyzed during fart 2 of' the SSSAS, the
I--jilowing conclusimis may he drawn:
'rile use of a Shuttle-tended mode of operation
that later evolves to a permanently manned station
can lower the annual Funding requirements for the
initial vears of' the program as compared to ,I
 'used only on a permanently manned station.
Ilowever, the total cost of the program, includ-
ing the growth required to acc0nunodate all the
objectives, will he higher for options that initially
use the Shuttle-tended mode as compared to the
option that is based on early activation of the
pernlanently manned Station.
Question 12
WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED SO FAR?
)uring the study, a number of points have emerged
which are not only ot' general interest but serve to
highlig ht factors which Should be considered in
t'uture planning activities.
Briefly, the issue of space fabrication versus
ground fabrication with orhital assemhly remains
an open issue. The resolution of this issue is highly
dependent upon, the dimensional requircm,ents and
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the number of units to be constructed. and these
(actors in turn :lie dependent upoll the objectives
to he accomplished Auld the schedules estahlished.
As a general comment. it can he said that space
construction appears to he an easier task than
initially helieved. Also, fewer 111allhourS appear
to he required for a given task than originally
visualized, equipment requirements are modest and
well within dw ( )rhiter capahility. and even the
largest jobs can he broken into smaller segments
fur ease of accomplishment.
The otte area %^ here :tit increase in demand
was noted was in the extravehicular crew opera-
tions. In construction tasks. approximately 50';
of the working hours are spent in I . VA. It also
appears al this tin g e that a single nlultlpurpose con-
struction Facility is very expensive for value gained
When compared with several construction Facilities
each dedicated to a specific task.
The procedures fur Amortising costs of DD ULb L
and production for both ground and space facil-
itic s must he standardized across all program ele-
ments. A common philosophy must he developed
for Shuttle Mi tcr) costs and other space plat-
forms. I his is essential if' valid program costs and
user cost policies arc to he established.
From a program phiming standpoint, specific
goals are needed by hoth NASA and the aerospace
industry. The initial Space Station;'construction
hale will he the hasic building hlock for all Future
development and to provide a 1984 initial oper-
ational capahility. the development cycle must
start in 1977 and the Phase B must occur in
calendar 1')?h.
01' the many potential ohjectives examined to
date. energy, teFecun Ill Lill ications. and space
processing appear to he the most promising areas
oh application. and the development of space con-
stru^-tion technology will he key to the pursuit of
each.
Finally, it must he remennhered that the deci-
sionS wr make today will determine what is accom-
plished in the I'M'S and that the alternative
courses of' action which W ill he open to o^lr nation
in the future will be predicted upon the research
and development Steps inll,lentcnted during the
next 10 years.
Question 13
WHAT PLANNING AND ANALYSES REMAIN TO BE DONE?
In the current study, our next immediate step is to
define further the program or system option which
represents the most likely candidate for early
implementation. Selected SCB concepts will be
defined in terms of ( I ) support systems which pro-
vide the resources (crew habitability, power, coin-
munications, etc.) for the conduct of all on-orbit
activities and (2) construction systems which pro-
vide the tooling and operational control for on-
orbit construction efforts. We will focus on LEO
operations. In this regard, the initial test articles
for a satellite power system, earth services (com-
munications anti radiometric surveys), and space
processing will represent the key mission elements.
The key issues which will be examined during
the next phase of the current study will include
both techriieal and programmatic considerations.
Front a technical standpoint, considerations will
include development of a concept for on-orbit
construction of the power supply as a first step
in the SCB build up, better definition of EVA
operations (optimal durations, mobility aids, work
platforms, and radiation protection); examination
of the stabilization, control, and orientation
requirements for multiple combinations of nnod-
ttles; definition of crane-type operations, including
dynamics and control and display requirements;
and engineering definition of space construction
tooling requirements. From a programmatic
standpoint. comparative data on relative produc-
tivity anti cost-effectiveness of system options will
be prepared. In addition, recommendations for
establishing the crossover points for the Shurtle-
tended versus continuous manning, deployment
versus assembly, and assembly versus fabrication
and assembly operational modes will be developed.
When the SCB configurations have been
designed and the various technical and program-
matic issues resolved, the best SCB approaches
will be selected and preliminary program plans
written.
Question 14
AT THIS TIME, OOES THERE APPEAR TO BE SOUND
JUSTIFICATION FOR A NATIONAL COMMITMENT TO
PROCEED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SPACE STATION?
Based upon the work accomplished so far, and the
wealth of information developed in previous stud-
ies the development of a continuously manned
Space Station appears inevitable. It is our firm
conviction that the next NASA-industry objective
should be the development of a modular, low cost
approach to it general-purpose space construction
base. 7-his SCB must be designed to support con-
struction of the initial test articles essential to
early decisions on the feasibility of solar power
satellites, and it must be designed to support the
construction in space of large antenna sysi°nns. In
addition. the basic space platform must provide a
facility for the development of space manufactur-
ing and processing technology and for the con-
tinuing support of other emerging objectives.
As the costs of operations per available service
hour in orbit are reduced, more industrial, commer-
cial. and non-government institutions will find it
practicable to invest venture capital to use space
facilities for the development of new products and
processes. By providing space platforms capable
of supporting 6 to 12 crewmen for 90 days or
more. the costs of orbital man-hours become much
more attractive to potential industrial or commer-
cial users of space (see Figure 64). When operating
costs can be reduced to less than S5,000 per hour,
they will become comparable to those experienced
in at wide variety of ground-based research and
(level opment operations'`. In space processing, for
example, facility operating costs of about 52,000
per hour would appear to provide attractive
inducements to many industrial users.
If it can be agreed that the development of a
continuously manned Space Station is inevitable,
whether accomplished through evolutionary steps
front an initially Sluittle-tended mode of operation
or whether accomplished directly, the only question
remaining to be answered is, when? In committing
our nation to proceed with the development of a
*Operating costs of DC-10 average $1,065 per hour; of a Boeing 747, $1,602 per hour (3rd qua
the 4-foot wind tunnel at McDonnell Douglas Aerophysics Laboratory, $1,125 per hour.
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CREW
-SIZE
1
-
_ _ ♦. _ 6
4
2
35 30 lb 20 15 10 5	 0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 100
$ X10 3 /MAN HOUR	 DUTY PERIOD (DAYS)
AS AN EXAMPLE ASSUME ORBITER FLIGHTS AT $19M EA, OPERATIONS COSTS
AT $50M/YR, ADDITIONAL STATION MODULE AT $200M WITH 5 YR LIFE, TO
REPRESENT $19M # 12.5M # 10M OR $31.5M PER 90 DAY PERIOD
Figure 64. Crews of 6 to 12 Men for 90 Days or More Provide Attractive Orbital Costs
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